



NOW, TOMORROW IS LEAVING YESTERDAY - 
DEPARTURE OF CAMPUS YOUTHS FROM CHURCH 
by 
Ayobamiji Joseph Oluwagunna 
ABSTRACT 
The migration of youth and young adults from the Deeper Life Church has over 
time risen to a level of concern that demands corrective, restorative, as well as preventive 
actions of intervention to reduce the occurrence and hopefuly reverse the trend.  
This situation in the church can be likened to the phenomenon of a conflict of the 
dimensions of time. A phenomenon symbolically expressed as “Now, Tomorrow is leaving 
Yesterday” where ‘Tomorrow,’ as the future refers to the youth and young adults while 
‘Now’ as the present, describes the ongoing situation of the youths’ departure from the 
‘Yesterday’ which the youth perceive their parent generation to represent. The youth are 
eager to go forward and leave the part of the past that prevents their forward thrust. 
Findings from this research work include the existence of a 
connection/communication gap between youth and parents/church leaders. In most of the 
cases, the youths’ reasons for leaving the Deeper Life Church denomination in university 
settings are based on experiences that were not expressed but rather endured through 
periods of staying under direct parental and pastoral leadership controls.  
While realizing that certain departures are needful, useful and indeed fruitful, 
general agreement exists in all respondents, both young and old, that making urgent 
relevant changes could help reverse the trend of migration by youths and young adults 
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I have always said that “it is possible for a single person to find a vision and 
discover destiny, but it is impossible to fulfil it and deliver alone.” The successful 
completion of my Doctoral program by the presentation of this dissertation cannot be the 
story of only one man. Due acknowledgment is being given, therefore, to everyone 
known or unknown who has made this possible. Just to mention a few in categories here: 
“My GOD”—The One and only Creator, Author and Perfector of His own 
ongoing project. I give YOU all the glory for limitless life and light, and the undeserved 
priceless privilege of this high, holy, and heavenly calling that requires relational and 
revelational connections and consecrations to dimensions in You. You are the Author and 
Finisher in whom my confidence for competence ever remains. Philippians 1.6 – “Being 
confident of this very thing, that he which hath begun a good work in you will perform it 
until the day of Jesus Christ.” 
“My GEM”—My Gift - The Proverbs 31 Woman!—The Woman. Wife, Worker, 
Witness, and Warrior whose personality is presented with the peculiarity of purity, piety, 
proactivity, and productivity which procured the possibility of popularity of her husband 
before the public. In her I got from God the 10th Gift of the Holy Spirit! Behold the 
Woman with whom God is making this man whom the world can behold. She has given 
her all without a talk to make me stand tall. There is always a PRICE to be paid for every 
RISE we make. Truly, the smaller price is often paid by the one who does the rise, 
because the bigger price paid by their partner by heart and hand is unquantifiable. This is 
My Gem, my Treasure, the Love of my life! I will forever be grateful for the gift of you! 





found expression in my life. With her, the price of my distancing to get this work done 
away from home was paid by my three awesome children and friends Eniola, Temilola, 
and Iyiola Oluwagunna. 
“My Genderers”—Both of my biological parents will never get to read this 
piece…they never had formal education! Papa will never see this, because he has gone to 
be with The Lord. Mama, you cannot read, but my own children, your loving 
grandchildren of whom you are so fond will gladly read this part to you. Knowing the 
pain of deprivation on education by a father who saw nothing good in investing for 
education in a girl child, my mother could have sold herself to ensure I went to school. 
Thank you Mama for all you sowed. I am your Return-On-Investment.  
My father in the Lord, Pastor (Dr.) William F. Kumuyi –Founder and General 
Superintendent of The Deeper Christian Life Ministry, worldwide. I was born of God 
because you yielded to bond with God and burn for Him. The Creator dropped so much 
of you inside me and that is a legacy that will forever live on. Baba, be assured that this 
sign son will make you a glad dad beyond time. It is a divine design of destiny that some 
sons must leave home to the far country—not for prodigality but for posterity, as such 
ones like Joseph must preserve life for other generations away from home. It is to your 
eternal account that you, being a mighty man has begotten sons as arrows who must be 
shot into the distance to confront and conquer the enemies at the gate (Ps.127.4-5). We 
shall preserve the legacy of true holiness. 
More than just in-laws are my father and mother, who gave me their darling 





raising such a Gem and gifting me with the best of the best! Your surplus support and 
supplies will forever be cherished. 
“My Groomers and Guides”—spiritual fathers, mothers, mentors, and academic 
including Pastor Andrew Umoru—a lover and light-bearer to the younger generation by 
manifestation of purity and power. You are a wonder father, friend, fender, and fencer to 
follow. To Dear Dr. William Udotong, my Provost then at WATS—such a friend who 
has made movement through this maze meaningful, and one who ever remains helpful. 
Dr. Russell (RT) West—remember how you called me out of the class, saying 
“can I speak something into your ears?” when in 2014 you came to teach me a life-
transforming course on “Leadership by the Book” at WATS (West Africa Theological 
Seminary, Nigeria), asking me if I would wish to proceed to Asbury after my M.Div. You 
spoke beyond my ears into my heart. That was just a strategy to set me up, because you 
withdrew…and it worked! Your words of wisdom and prophecies all along while 
together in Nigeria and in South Korea have been a big boost. The intensity of your 
theological, spiritual, and relational leadership ‘reflexes’ is a rare combination. 
Dr. Craig Keener, I will ever be grateful for the selfless sacrifice in pouring out 
yourself when you came to WATS in Nigeria to teach us the intensive course, 
Introduction to The New Testament. Thank you for inviting us for a visit to your place in 
Wilmore when I first came to Asbury. You and your lovely wife Medine told us your 
story, and we left with overloaded of books and resource materials you gave us freely. 
Dr. Ellen Marmon, Director of the Doctor of Ministry Program. Pictures of you 
over time have kept widening and deepening. I perceived you at the start of this program 





the Motion Mover in you. Thanks for your soft but solid speeches, reassuring smiles, and 
gentle, loving disposition. Ah! Thank you for the hard knock in the feedback comments 
by which you suddenly pushed me into that ‘pool of crocodiles and alligators’! There, I 
had to face the challenge to either swim for survival or else drop dead for burial. It meant 
more than earning an approval. I have learnt that on the homeward stretch of a race like 
this, whether it’s a walk, a work or a war, the motivation for completion can change from 
building a form of success to battling to beat fierce factors and forces that may get you 
eaten if you stop swimming despite the stress and strain. Well, here I am now, alive on 
this other side. And still panting though, I need not ask ''show me the person who pushed 
me inside this pool!'' You did. Thank you. 
Oh, my own very dear Dr. Jeff Hiatt—my diligent dissertation coach—one in a 
million—You are the best I could have been blessed with as mentor and motivator. You 
stuck in there with me when I got stuck until you plucked me out to keep on keeping on, 
and I struck it perfectly! You worked at such surprising super-speed to respond and guide 
me, even during your well-deserved private holidays and health need. Thank you so 
much for your steadfast and selfless labor of love to have helped me this far in this great 
journey. Sparing nothing, you walked with me and ran with me, climbed with me, dug 
with me, and swam with me....and yes, “WE won!” 
Dear Professor Tunde Ope-Davies. A fine Christian and gracious gentleman. You 
are such a rare combination of scholarship in head and sanctity in heart! I am glad I heard 
and hearkened when the Lord clearly mentioned your name to me during that retreat 
camp meeting in 2018: “Go to him; he will help you and give Me the glory!” You 





the way. Your ministry of help is heavenly. And yes, your most wonderful wife, Mrs. 
Rosemary Ope-Davies, my passionate, prayerful, positive partner in progress. Thank you! 
I duly acknowledge all seminal thinkers and teachers who have greatly influenced 
me in ministry through theological scholarship and fellowship. I cherish the passionate 
partnership of Dr. Ike Ugochukwu then at WATS, Nigeria. The genius Prof. Mathew 
Michael, the motherly Dr. Mrs. Lydia Atoyebi, Dr. William Sillings, Dr. Barry Hamilton 
who came from Northeastern Seminary to teach me in Nigeria… and many others – you 
are awesome! I am amazed at the humility and Servant-leadership hearts of Asbury 
Theological Seminary’s Dr. Milton Lowe, Dr. Thomas Tumblin, Dr. Jeffrey Frymire, and 
all others… and of course, the President himself, Dr. Timothy Tennent who surprisingly 
drew me close to him for a personal photograph at the Beeson Centre on the Wilmore, 
Kentucky campus during lunch in 2018. What well-loaded, highly lifted, yet lowly, 
lovely leaders whose lifestyles should be learned and lived! Thank you all for modelling 
the Master so well to mold me more. 
“My Groups”—My Deeper Life brethren, my Firelight Global Gospel Network 
family, and all my kindreds and comrades across different denominations and nations... I 
have enjoyed God’s grace from the gift of unity in diversity with you all in God’s great 
house. Together we rise to reach Christ’s mark for the high calling. 
“My Givers”—I will forever remain grateful to Asbury Theological Seminary for 
the generosity in providing the interventionary upgrade for me to full scholarship 
covering all my expenses to run this program, thereby making my dream come true of 
experiencing such a world class theological training that is matchless anywhere. Special 





their hearts. Your diligence is distinctly dazzling! I cannot forget the ever friendly, ever 
helpful dear Sisters Ashley Watson, Lacey Craig, and all others.  
Thank you is not enough, Brother Randall Cirksena (Randy) for personally 
funding the fourth-year extension of this programme! Your selfless generosity made 
finishing this a possibility. You took me in and fed me in your home in Minnesota for 
weeks. Love you, Brother! 
Special thanks to my colleague, Jon Fergusson, from whom I never requested, but 
he simply responded as he was prompted by God to give me this brand-new laptop on our 
last day in class of the second residency in 2018. This has been the tool to get this project 
and much more works done. May God equip you for fruitfulness and fulfilment, brother.  
All the members of my awesome 2017 DMin combined cohort, and especially my 
Preaching and Leading (PLE) Appaloosa Legacy Group of brothers born by different 
mothers. Knowing and journeying with you all has been fun and fulfilling. I am 
particularly indebted to my legacy group brothers Michael Larbi and Brett Maddocks 
who gladly opened their own secured private Amazon accounts to share their books and 
resources fully and freely when I had no means of getting any by myself. They entrusted 
me with their secret passcodes, caring nothing about being so vulnerable with their 
cherished, costly contents. Such love! Thanks, brothers for being friends indeed...in need. 
My very dear bonded brothers from Nigeria, with whom this journey has been so 
much fun with fruits. Bishop Babatunde Ogunbanwo and Reverend Alexander Abafi. 
Your passionate love and practical generosity to help at those crucial times will never be 





Special thanks to my beloved brothers-in-law, Josiah and Daniel Dosunmu. Your 
self-sacrificing provisions all along this journey will never be forgotten. God bless you 
boundlessly for your timely helps with funds for the bills, the books, and more. 
All the very wonderful people who willingly participated and unreservedly shared 
their personal experiences in this project, and offered sincere points for the path to 
progress for the church. I say a big thank you. 
“My Gingerers”—Miss Bukunmi Oluokun, you were such an amazing aide 
throughout this project. This girl is ten times stronger than her looks! What a God-sent 
Personal Assistant and Transcriptionist par excellence. Always urging and spurring me 
on to work and all: “Ba’ami (My Father), have you done that scheduled interview?... 
Ba’ami have you eaten and taken enough water… and fruits?... Ba’ami, have you rested 
well?... Ba’ami, have you submitted?... have you heard the feedback from Asbury?... 
Ba’ami...?” Your incessant loving pesters have paid off, daughter!  
I had to leave my home to go hide to do intensive work in a campus project office 
during the last two months of this commission. Two of my spiritual children - Tosin and 
Eniola Odeyemi, a newly wedded couple left their own home and moved in with me in 
unpleasant conditions in order to minister to my needs, providing and enforcing even my 
mealtimes. Oh my! 
My dedicated personal ministry armor-bearers and all those, both known and 
unknown who passionately prayed for me during this period, thank you. This, for those 
who know was more than work…it was war all the way! Sometimes I was low but 
always felt the strong surge from the effect of your intercessory prayers and was always 





to give me clearance and furtherance is appreciated. Heaven rewards you for the knees 
you bent for me that I might stand fit with this feat. 
“My GENEration”—My ‘Sign Sons’ and ‘Destiny Daughters’ in the Lord...Too many 
to mention by names. Those whom God has by his design “tied to my loins!” You are 
such an encouragement for me to make yet more investment. Seeing the expression of 
your passionate pursuit for more of God gives strong assurance of hope for the future. 
You are those that must build the old waste places and raise up foundations for many 
generations. (Isa. 58.12)   
This dissertation is especially dedicated to a GENEration that must rise on the 
right path of the holy faith of our fathers with the experiential reality of purity and the 
practicality of divine power to fulfil God’s end-time prophetic agenda. A generation that 
by the sure mercies of God shall never be distracted into dullness or dryness. We shall 
not die but live to declare the woks of God as we dare break the status quo to seek and 
see the face of the God of Jacob! (Psa. 118.17; 24.6) 
 










Overview of the Chapter 
This chapter provides a general introduction to the study on why young people 
that were born and or brought up in the Deeper Life Bible Church, Nigeria are not willing 
to stay any longer in the Church denomination while doing their undergraduate studies or 
after graduation from College or University. The study focuses specifically on a group of 
select students and graduates from universities, especially two universities in Lagos (i.e., 
University of Lagos, Akoka and Lagos State University, Ojo).  The researcher, as a 
campus community Pastor and Counsellor, draws from both personal experience and 
data-driven field work in the course of the study. This chapter provides the background to 
the study, objectives of the study, the research design, purpose statement, research 
questions, participants, instrumentation, and data collection and analysis, as well as 
definition of key terms. 
Personal Introduction 
After my dramatic conversion experience from Islam to Christianity on Thursday 
September 13, 1990, through a personal evangelism effort of a graduating student who 
was on his last few days on campus, because he had just received his official call-up 
letter for deployment to another state to serve the nation under the NYSC (National 
Youth Service Corps) scheme. The soul winner, brother Kunmi Faniran took me with 
him to attend this Pentecostal-holiness church denomination that was located very near 
the campus of the Polytechnic, Ibadan at that time. This was the only time he could take 
me there, because he had to leave for his state of deployment that same weekend. I have 




had my foundational Christian faith building and grew into the reality of Christianity 
within the campus community ambience and influence. 
My first conscious connectedness with the Christian community was to the 
dynamism and pragmatism of the authentic and energetic faith which was unpretentiously 
demonstrated by Christian brothers and sisters who were students (youths and young 
adults). The faith of these brethren was very contagious as a continuous flow of what they 
carried to campus from their mother church—the Deeper Life Bible Church—before 
gaining admission to institutions of higher learning. Interestingly, many of the people 
who constituted the growing membership of the Deeper Life Campus Fellowship (the 
Campus arm of the Deeper Life Bible Church) were not from parents who belonged to 
the Deeper Life Church in town. They simply got attracted as I was to join the group 
when they got to campus. 
The brand of Christianity into which I was birthed was so practical and too 
compelling for anyone to resist giving a thought and trial to become part of. This 
Christianity was evidenced by a sweeping spiritual movement characterized by divine 
life, love, and liberating light among the people of God. This spiritual light generally 
pervaded and intensely impacted the campus world across the nation from the early 
1970’s to the mid-1990’s in Nigeria. 
However, a gradual slide-off shift from the fondness and fixity of focus for 
association with the Deeper Life Church by the youth and young adult generation has 
occurred since that time. The self-exempting attitudes presently makes the youth 




As a minister who has for twenty years pastored campus community churches, I 
am inundated by the shared burdens of many youths and young adults whose personal, 
domestic, social, and spiritual needs require that they receive practical, personal attention 
and action to help them stay firm in biblical faith in a bible-believing church. These 
youths and young adults have deep and dire, but sincere, struggles. Notably, the youth 
have many questions that the churches are either tacitly parrying or often miscarrying to 
ends that are unintended by the young questioners. These naturally inquisitive, ever 
probing, growing young minds are often seen and stamped as “rebellious” for daring to 
query the faith of their fathers…the faith which has ‘once for all’ been delivered to 
defended, and must not be tinkered and tampered with in any way that connotes 
“change.” 
The generational gap is no doubt evident, but the assumptions to what the 
situation really is and the solutions to proffer cannot be guessed or preempted. This lack 
of connectivity and clarity is why I am responding to the growing, gnawing burden to 
investigate the issue directly in a due and diligent way as I engage the concerned 
categories within and outside of the Deeper Life Church. The exercise is without any 
personal sentiment of preconceived notions that can obscure neutral, natural objectivity 
of results in this kind of project work.  
In recent time, as I received divine direction to do ministry work on campus 
among students, staff, and others, I have repeatedly seen persons who were born in the 
church and who grew through the successive arms of Church ministry, namely, Children 
church, Youth section, and thereafter moving on to Campus only to change their 




folks, and all concerned people are left painfully perplexed by this sudden “slide.” The 
situation is not helped as the youth are often talked about, labelled, and treated as 
“backsliders, rebels, and even demonized.” The young ones are accused of carrying 
“strange fire” and influenced by spirits of error because of their desire to see the practical 
demonstration of the gifts of the Holy Spirit, as they have been taught in the doctrines of 
the same church, and as they have read and heard it done in the Bible and church history. 
Over time, this study has become a desire for me to delve into as a critical matter 
for which to do objective, unbiased investigation with the hope to help to proffer 
solutions that may be reconciliatory, being satisfactory enough for open acceptance to all 
who are concerned—young and old alike, as individuals and institutions—in and out of 
this immediate context. 
Statement of the Problem 
Departure of youths from their mother church is becoming more common in 
different contexts. The phenomenon is both local and global in scope. This departure is a 
worrisome problem whenever children reject the faith focus and firm foundation of their 
parents and move on to embrace perspectives and practices considered by their 
progenitors as ‘deviant.’  
No single generation of the Church can fulfil the full global missional task of God 
within that generation’s own limited timeframe. The disconnection of devotion threatens 
to impede the speed for progress and success of the Church in becoming, as God desires 
and directs, his agency for the transformation of the world through his grace at work. 





. . . more commonly, young Christians wander away from the institutional church 
- a pattern the researchers labeled nomads. Roughly four out of ten young 
Christians fall into this category. They still call themselves Christians, but they 
are far less active in church than they were during high school. Nomads have 
become ‘lost’ to church participation. Another two out of ten young Christians 
were categorized as exiles, those who feel lost between the “church culture” and 
the society they feel called to influence. The sentiments of exiles include feeling 
that “I want to find a way to follow Jesus that connects with the world I live in,” 
“I want to be a Christian without separating myself from the world around me” 
and “I feel stuck between the comfortable faith of my parents and the life I 
believe God wants from me.” Overall, about three out of ten young people who 
grow up with a Christian background stay faithful to church and to faith 
throughout their transitions from the teen years through their twenties. Leaving 
church has not always been normative. (Barna) 
Purpose of the Project 
The purpose of this study was to investigate contributing factors behind the 
departure of youth from churches of the Deeper Life Church denomination in university 
settings and propose methods for reversing that trend.  
Research Questions 
In other to be properly guided within the particularized parameters of this study, 




Research Question #1  
Why are youths from churches of the Deeper Life Church denomination in 
University settings leaving the church?  
Research Question #2 
What are churches of the Deeper Life Church denomination in university settings 
doing to prevent the departure of youth from the church.?  
Research Question #3 
What more can be done to prevent youth from churches of the Deeper Life 
Church denomination in university settings from leaving the church? 
Rationale for the Project 
Critical reasons exist for this project to be undertaken. Firstly, this matter of youth 
departure must be addressed for if the youths stay, the future Church will not be lost.  The 
honors of the labors of any generation are best presented and promoted through the 
evidential living in the sustained steps of success by their offspring. The joy of any older 
generation of faith is to leave an enduring legacy of devotion which the younger 
generation would excitedly espouse and likewise extend to successive generations.  
Every culture or civilization hoping to preserve prosperity as part of their own 
posterity cannot afford to shirk their responsibility of ensuring the sustainability of the 
subsequent upcoming younger ones. As typical of Israel in application to the church 
today, the faith of fathers and founders should go farther than the present moment in 
order to impact the future. The precepts and practices which God prescribes and provides 




not end at the exit of the first recipients as per God’s own expectations. Rather, these 
laws should exist by extension to the oncoming generations.  
  The dimensions of time notably form the basis for the continuity of the reality of 
God’s unfailing truth, through conformity of convictions and consecrations. Divine truth 
spoken yesterday remains truth today because of the unchangeableness of the God who 
gave the commandments. However, the word of God that is settled in heaven is given to 
us on earth so that this word might settle in our hearts for generations. (Ps. 119.89; Luke 
1.50)  
The Apostle Paul was ever thankful for his ancestral ties to the faith which he 
obtained, albeit by a personal salvation experience under grace. “I thank God, whom I 
serve, as my forefathers did…” (NIV, 2 Tim. 1.3). This Apostle further testified to the 
legacy of transgenerational faith found in the youthful minister, Timothy. “I have been 
reminded of your sincere faith, which first lived in your grandmother Lois and in your 
mother Eunice and, I am persuaded, now lives in you also” (2 Tim. 1.5-6). 
Addressing this issue is important because transmission of vision, especially in 
faith societies and systems, from the older generation to the younger generation will 
depend on the smooth transition of convictions through connections of the successive 
generations. This connective and communicative element is very crucial for 
transgenerational faith commitment.  
Secondly, failure to address this issue can lead from present decline to demise of 
the system for lack of the sustainability of the system’s capacity. Lack of transition 
sooner or later leads to termination. Certain diseases, if left untreated, eventually become 




deterioration of convictions and consecration concerning sound scriptural standards have 
become commonplace in Christian circles, that failure to urgently address the trend of the 
departure of youths within any living gospel church will result in having no future 
generation to stay and propagate the faith further after the present adult generation has 
gone. 
Thirdly, failure to address this issue will make promoting transformational 
leadership capacities that should lead the needed change into the next level of living 
impossible. Generally, there is no success without a successor. The continuity of 
profitability within communities (especially churches) will require transgenerational 
connections and cooperation. True building of human capacities must lead to 
enlightenment and empowerment for the enhancement of the Church’s influence on 
society at large. Failure to retain the younger generation will be very fatal to God’s 
missional ministry through the Church. 
A paradigm shift is occurring in secular systems in how leadership is changing 
from the older to the younger. The church cannot be an exception to the intentional 
involvement of younger thoroughbred believers who have undergone proper tutelage, 
discipleship, and mentoring with hands-on training by their elders and leaders. Moses had 
his Joshua; Elijah his Elisha; Paul his Timothy; Jesus his twelve…the three…and more 
specially his one—Peter. 
While the older generation remains an indispensably relevant resource to what 
God plans to do in this end of time, especially if the kingdom advancement as a matter of 
great spiritual warfare is considered, the place of the elders is an honorable one of 




At the end of the day, the glory of the victory belongs to God, earned through the 
collaboration for commission by the elders and the youngsters.      
Meanwhile a prophet came to Ahab king of Israel and announced, “This is what 
the LORD says: ‘Do you see this vast army? I will give it into your hand today, 
and then you will know that I am the LORD.’”  “But who will do this?” asked 
Ahab. The prophet replied, “This is what the LORD says: ‘The young officers of 
the provincial commanders will do it.” “And who will start the battle?” he asked. 
The prophet answered, “You will.” 1 Kings 20.13-14 
God was pleased in his own wisdom and kingdom economy to make the youngsters his 
repository of ‘warring and winning strength’ in church.     
I write to you, fathers, because you have known him who is from the 
beginning. I write to you, young men, because you are strong, and the word of 
God lives in you, and you have overcome the evil one. 1 John 2.14  
 Lastly, those who are asking “why?” and “why not?” within the system can 
have the answer and brace up to face the challenge for change. If this issue is 
addressed with intentionality, objectivity and sincerity, several related questions that 
have been bothering the concerned individuals and groups of people will have answers. 
Pragmatic approaches to solving the puzzles will be discovered and deployed in ways 
that can be result-oriented and beneficial to all. 
Definition of Key Terms 
• DCLM—abbreviation for Deeper Christian Life Ministry 
• DLBC—Deeper Life Bible Church 




• G.S.—General Superintendent. The official title (designation) of the founding 
Pastor and overall head of the ministry. 
• Deeper-Lifer—a typical member of the Deeper Life ministry 
Delimitations 
For this project, young adult volunteer participants were used. None of the 
respondents were teenagers as participants must not be minors (under the age of eighteen) 
but individuals who are capable of making informed, independent decisions of their own 
volition. The expressions of the youth’s experiences must be without peer or parental 
pressures. These individuals were formally attending Deeper Life Bible Church but, upon 
gaining admission into university, either attended the campus arm (Deeper Life Campus 
Fellowship) for a short period and later stopped completely or those who never really 
identified with the Deeper Life Church anymore from their point of entry into the 
university or after graduating from the campus. The second category of participants was a 
mix of parents and church leaders (pastors) who volunteered to personally respond to a 
set of questions.  
While a lot of parents and pastors in other church denominations have their valid 
personal share of the experience of youth departure from their churches, the insights and 
inputs for this project were kept strictly to members and leaders in the Deeper Life Bible 
Church. 
Review of Relevant Literature 
Relevant searches and consultations were made across biblical, theological, and 
sociological literature to gain wide and deep insights and to glean from the forms of 




(migrations from one church to another or complete disconnection from Christian 
devotion) were also delved into. This research was done on a generalized level as this 
situation is known to be a more globalized phenomenon rather than a mere localized one. 
Themes such as youth, transgenerational, youth ministry, youth empowerment, 
youth culture, parenting, church administration, generational gaps, change management, 
leadership, church growth, discipleship, and pastoral counseling, among others, were 
explored. 
Research Methodology 
Type of Research 
This is a pre-intervention type of research that uses qualitative methods. This 
research requires an exploratory approach that demands first-hand search and experience 
to be able to explain ‘how’ and ‘why’ this occurrence is being experienced in this 
particular church context. Methods specifically suited to generating reliable information 
within a short-time range were used. The approach included focus group discussions, 
individual interviews, and document (artefact) analysis. 
Participants 
Youths and young adults. Participants were made up of two categories. The 
primary group was comprised of those whose parents have been members of the Deeper 
Life Church before they (the children) were born. In other words, these children were 
birthed into the Deeper Life Church setting and brought up all their lives in this church 
ministry context. The children grew up in this faith community and culture. The 
secondary group was comprised of those who were not born in the Church but who 




themselves sooner or later when they got to the university campus for higher educational 
pursuits or after graduation. In both groups, the respondents were individuals who had 
considered themselves members of Deeper Life or simply “Deeper Lifers” and had 
always referred to Deeper Life as “my/our Church”.  
 Parents and Pastors.  Participation in the interview primarily included parents 
and church leaders whose perspectives on the situation were deemed critical for the 
provision of workable solutions that were hoped to emerge.  
The choice of these groups was informed by the need to get direct, authentic 
responses and inputs from those who have personally experienced the matter that this 
research was out to discover, report, and resolve. 
Instrumentation 
The instruments used were focus group discussions, interviews, and document 
(artefact) analysis to collect data. Reliance was on a combination of primary and 
secondary sources. These are: (1) Human, (2) Print, and (3) Electronic. 
Data Collection 
Both in the focus group discussions and the interviews, volunteer participants and 
respondents made their free contributions with assurance that their identities relating to 
the information they shared personally would not be disclosed. Those interviewed as well 
as those organized into focus groups willingly considered and contributed to the 
investigation on why the youths from the churches of the Deeper Life Church 
denomination in university settings are leaving the church. Consideration was given to 
identifying what the mother church in town and the campus church are doing to prevent 




Hearing from the affected youths and young adults, discussions and deliberations 
were made to give suggestions on what can be done to prevent further departure and 
reverse the undesirable trend. Data collection was done over a one-month period. 
Data Analysis 
Data collation was done both manually as paperwork and also with computer. 
This collation was to compare the observations and feedback from participants’ responses 
from the sessions and documentations. Voice recordings from interview sessions and 
focus group discussions were also carefully transcribed. Noticeable similarities and 
dissimilarities assisted in building associated sequences, patterns, and themes. These 
were categorized accordingly and interpreted to deduce meanings that provided guidance 
to see the big picture. This categorization helped in creating pictorial presentations, 
mainly in the form of tables.  
The documents (artefact) were primarily print copies of the Campus Pearl 
magazine. These were sorted out from cover choice and other articles in other sections as 
presented in different editions and issues. Extracts were categorized by similarities. The 
secondary source of documents was in electronic (online) format as videos that were 
carefully transcribed, analyzed, and used as fitting into relevant themes. 
Factual questions (ascertaining age, gender, etc.) was collected without demand 
for specific names, assuring the confidence of respondents and participants. This 
assurance encouraged participants’ responses to opinion and attitude questions, thereby 
helping them to reflect their ideas, inclinations, prejudices, convictions, and so on with 






Without a doubt, this phenomenon of youth leaving the church is becoming a 
general problem in many churches, especially the ones considered as very conservative and 
traditional. The findings from this research, though with unique realities in different 
cultures, climates, and contexts reveal observable sameness in the general experiences and 
struggles of the Church (the body of Christ) globally. The emerging composite material 
can help suggest ways of dealing with the issue under investigation when adopted and 
adapted to fit into other contexts anywhere, anytime. 
Hopefully, churches under the leadership of the older generation might come to an 
understanding of the newer generation’s nature and needs. Churches may become willing 
to make considerable, reasonable changes without necessarily corrupting biblical truth or 
compromising the values of God’s word. By this, the churches can be more open to making 
radical reviews of certain perspectives, persuasions, and practices so that an intentional 
removal of restrictions to transformation that is allegedly imposed by systemic traditions 
and practices can occur. This solution, among other measures, is envisaged to help reverse 
the trend of youth departure from the Church so that Tomorrow is retained by Today, and 
the hope for the future that was anticipated Yesterday can become preserved. 
The outcome of this research and the findings presented can become a good 
milestone for further research in the emerging contexts that will, as a matter of necessity, 








This project identified and investigated the forms of and factors responsible for 
the departure of youths from the Deeper Life Bible Church denomination in university 
settings. This research intimates the reader with objective realities and, thereby, 
challenges all who are concerned to make changes that will benefit everyone both now 
and in the future.  
Chapter Two derives from and discusses the contributions of the most influential 
writers on this subject as well as the practice of contemporary youth culture and Christian 
ministry vis-à-vis the relation to transgenerational concepts, including the inadvertent 
conflicts that inform differences in experiences based on perceptions, persuasions, and 
practices of the different parties. 
Chapter Three outlines the various ways the researcher investigated his stated 
research questions using the instrumentation deemed most appropriate.  
Chapter Four itemizes and analyzes the outcome of the findings from qualitative 
methods such as focus groups, semi-structured interviews, and document (artefact) 
analysis.  
Chapter Five outlines the study’s major findings and expatiates on the contents in 
addressing the issues raised in this context. Supportive literature is employed to correlate 
and present workable recommendations. The indications from discovery led to 








LITERATURE REVIEW FOR THE PROJECT 
Overview of the Chapter 
Departure (migration) of youths from their mother church is becoming a common 
and worrisome problem. The realization of this on the immediate local level leads to the 
further discovery of the problem’s global reality with which we are living. To study this 
situation, various literature types were consulted on biblical, theological, sociological, 
and educational fields to see the existence of this situation from the wider scenes within 
the social and ecclesial spaces in both local and global contexts.  
This section considers backgrounds of biblical and theological foundations to the 
Judeo-Christian faith in relation to generational connections and continuations through 
sustainable convictions. Beginning with the beginning of historic time, the spotlight is set 
on “faith” as the agency for creation and the basis for the development of “the faith” by 
which humans were thereafter expected to relate to their Creator God on the platform of 
revelation which leads to the practice of religion. This section identifies some causative 
factors to the diversions in devotion in later generations. Relevant associated themes from 
previous research and writings gave deeper insights and wider perspectives into an 
understanding of the issue.  
Several secular social platforms suggested that the church is the hope of the 
world. This reality spotlights the youth and young adult generation for the realization of 
this hope, pointing to Christian youths who have more than the required drive to do, but 




For a theologically founded and focused project such as this, existing literature 
both from biblical and secular sources (social, educational, etc.) must be consulted and 
coalesced into a concretive, comprehensive whole. The essence of the literature review is 
perhaps best summarized in the submission that “we benefit from the research of those 
who report, who in turn benefitted from the research of countless others…who shared 
their answers with the rest of us, so we can carry on their work by asking new questions 
and, we hope, answering them.” (Booth et al. 9) 
Biblical Foundations 
 The purpose of this section is to present the biblical basis for the concept of 
connections and continuation of convictions through the communication of God’s 
expectations for transgenerational devotion as built on the experiential knowledge of God 
by one person which is to be expressed and extended to others in their lineage. 
“Know the God of your Father” 
Learning from the history of God’s strategic generational dealings with man, 
starting in a special way from Abraham, the patriarchs intimated their offspring with the 
God with whom they as founding fathers have had personal encounters and covenant 
connections. The patriarchs gave their offspring exhortations to personally acknowledge 
God as well as give him, as Creator and Savior, his rightful place in their own lives 
through personal, experiential knowledge. The parting admonition of David to his own 
son Solomon is very illustrative of this destiny-defining imperative. “As for you, my son 
Solomon, know the God of your father, and serve Him with a loyal heart and with a 




fatherly exhortation to his son Solomon to “serve Him with whole (undivided) heart and 
willing soul.”  
God, in his intentional transgenerational dealings, establishes laws for living. God 
expresses his expectation that his law should be a legacy which is presented and protected 
beyond the present. The Psalmist presents this well: 
For he established a testimony in Jacob, And appointed a law in Israel, Which he 
commanded our fathers, that they should make them known to their children; that 
the generation to come might know them, the children who would be born, that 
they may arise and declare them to their children, That they may set their hope in 
God, and not forget the works of God, but keep his commandments; And may not 
be like their fathers, a stubborn and rebellious generation, a generation that did 
not set its heart aright, and whose spirit was not faithful to God. (Ps. 78.5-8) 
    Adam Clarke says, 
This may signify the various ordinances, rites, and ceremonies prescribed by the 
law; and the word law may mean the moral law, or system of religious instruction, 
teaching them their duty to God, to their neighbor, and to themselves. These were 
commanded to the fathers-the patriarchs and primitive Hebrews, that they should 
make them known to their children, who should make them known to the 
generation that was to come, whose children should also be instructed that they 
might declare them to their children; to the end that their hope might be in God, 
that they might not forget his works, and might keep his commandments: that they 
might not be as their fathers, but have their heart right and their spirit steadfast 





2. Their children; 
3. The generation to come; 
4. And their children; 
5. And their children. (clarke) 
They were never to lose sight of their history throughout all their generations.  
Intentional Duty of Instruction from Parent to Children 
The word of God does not propose that children be left to grow on their own and 
make critical choices without parental guidance. Biblical recommendation is rather that 
children be told, taught, and trained under parental and even grand-parental, ancestral 
influences. The Christian life with its Judaic foundation traces its heritage to Abraham, 
who is rightly referred to and revered as “our father.”  
The insights from scholars and commentators corroborate the clarity of scriptures 
that God commanded Israel, and by extension the church, through the connecting new 
covenant today to practice intentional transference of convictions by means of cordial 
connections and communications. This intentional transference is directed to be in the 
form of parents and older generations teaching the children at every opportunity and 
through every means. The action for this form of intentional education is directed by the 
word “lay up” (storing) in the heart from which a multidimensional approach is to be 
employed for the continuity of transgenerational blessings by parents who themselves 
have these words in their own hearts. 
You shall therefore lay up these words of mine in your heart and in your soul; and 




your eyes. And you shall teach them to your children, talking of them when you 
are sitting in your house, and when you are walking by the way, and when you lie 
down, and when you rise. And you shall write them upon the doorposts of your 
house and upon your gates, that your days and the days of your children may be 
multiplied in the land which the Lord swore to your fathers to give them, as long 
as the heavens are above the earth. (Deut. 11.18-21) 
Thus, the precept behind the principle that commands the practices is shown, as well as 
the places and postures, viz, (1) Practices: Lay-up... bind on... teach... talk... write (2) 
Places and Postures: while sitting indoors, walking outdoors, lying down, and rising up. 
Matthew Henry notes,  
. . . the need to be directed by the three rules (1) Let our hearts be filled with the 
word of God. There will not be good practices in the life, unless there be good 
thoughts, good affections, and good principles in the heart. (2) Let our eyes be 
fixed upon the word of God, having constant regard to it as the guide of our way, 
as the rule of our work, (3) Let our tongues be employed about the word of God... 
nothing more we do to cause prosperity, and keeping up religion in a nation, than 
the good education of children.” (Matthew Henry) 
In reviewing Deuteronomy 6.6-25, it can be deduced from the text that “family training is 
to propagate the Law.”  
. . . (1) Parents are to identify themselves with God's cause. The Jews were 
directed to wear portions of the Law upon their persons. This is the sign of 
identification...The idea is parental profession, a glad identification of themselves 




of the parents. The little ones are to have their parents' society at home and 
abroad, at morning and night (ver. 7). The mistake made by many parents is not 
making themselves sufficiently companionable. It is companionship that after all 
determines the bent of children. (3) Amid the secularities of education, the home 
must be the mainstay of religion. With the parent the responsibility of training and 
interesting the children in religion eventually rests. (Matthew Henry) 
Youth Departure from the Path of Parental Instruction 
The opening chapter of the book of Proverbs addresses the youth by exhortation 
to embrace parental instruction and teaching. Proverbs 1.8 states, “Listen, my son, to your 
father's instruction and do not forsake your mother's teaching.” Experts often wrestle over 
the literal interpretation of Proverbs 22.6 which is presented here in the following 
translations: “Start children off on the way they should go, and even when they are old, 
they will not turn from it” (NIV); “Direct your children onto the right path, and when 
they are older, they will not leave it” (New Living Translation); “Train up a child in the 
way he should go, even when he grows older, he will not abandon it” (NASB). 
The Pulpit Commentary states, 
One of the fundamental needs of mankind is true ethical teaching; not the 
teaching of abstruse dogmas and vain ceremonies, but the teaching of immutable 
law - the "statutes of God." These statutes are not only written on paper, but on 
every page of nature's magnificent volume, and on the tablets of human reason 
and conscience...Possessing all these privileges, how acted these people - not 
merely the people of Israel, but the people of Judah as well? Was the sentiment of 




true, and good? Nay. They rejected God. They would not hear, but hardened their 
necks, like to the neck of their fathers, that did not believe in the Lord their God 
(The Pulpit Commentary) etc. (vers. 14, 15). They declined the study of his 
statutes and renounced his claim on their devotion. 
According to the Bible Knowledge commentary, 
Proverbs 22:6, is perhaps the best-known verse in Proverbs on child training. It 
states that the Hebrew word for train (hanak) means to dedicate. It is used of 
dedicating a house (Deut. 20:5), the temple (1 Kings 8:63; 2 Chron 7:5), and an 
image (Dan 3:2). The noun hanukkah speaks of the dedication of an altar (Num. 
7:10; 2 Chron 7:9) and of the walls of Jerusalem (Neh. 12:27). Only in Prov. 22:6 
is the verb translated "train." Hanak seems to include the idea of setting aside, 
narrowing, or hedging in. The word is sometimes used in the sense of "start." 
Child-training involves “narrowing” a child’s conduct away from evil and toward 
godliness and starting him in the right direction. (Bible Knowledge Commentary) 
Gleason L. Archer points out that,  
. . . this Hebrew verb is similar to the Egyptian h-n-k, which means “to give to 
the gods” or “to set up something for divine service.” He suggests that in verse 6 
this gives “the following range of possible meanings: ‘Dedicate the child to 
God,’ ‘Prepare the child for his future responsibilities,’ ‘Exercise or train the 
child for adulthood’”  In ‘the way he should go’ is literally, “upon the mouth of 
his way.” “Upon the mouth of” is a Hebrew idiom meaning “according to” or “in 
accord with.” A servant would respond “upon the mouth of” or at the command 




Does it mean according to the way he ought to go (KJV, NASB, NIV) either 
vocationally or morally? Or does it mean, as others have suggested, according to 
the demands of his personality, conduct, or stage in life? Since “way” in 
Proverbs does not mean personality or stage in life, it is preferable to say that 
“way” means proper way, the path of wise, godly living, which is emphasized 
frequently in Proverbs - basically the way of wisdom. It is from this proper 
behavior pattern or godly lifestyle that he will not turn ‘when he is old’, that is, 
when he is grown (attains adulthood). (Archer 252) 
Cecil Maranville asks and answers, “Is Proverbs 22:6 a guarantee from God to 
parents that their children will stay in the Church? Unfortunately, it isn’t...In order to 
understand what Proverbs 22:6 is saying, we need to consider free moral agency...” She 
continues, Fundamental to Christian understanding is the knowledge that God has given 
every person the freedom to choose whether he or she will submit to God’s way of life. If 
the promises of God included an ironclad guarantee that children reared rightly by godly 
parents will absolutely remain...this would strip those children of their freedom to choose. 
(Maranville) 
Abraham Cohen offers an explanation to Proverbs 22.6. 
Train up. From the verb is derived the Hebrew word for ‘education’ (chinmuch). in 
the way he should go. lit. ‘according to his way.’ ...the way in which he is to spend 
his life.’ Whatever occupation he is later to follow it is necessary to prepare him for 
it in his early years, because then are habits formed which influence his conduct in 




Other commentaries add to this understanding of Proverbs 22.6. Archer posits that 
“Train” (Heb. hanak) means to dedicate (cf. Deut. 20.5; 1 Kings 8.63; 2 Chron. 7.5; Dan. 
3.2). Training has the idea of narrowing and in this verse implies channeling the child's 
conduct into the way of wisdom. That guidance might include dedicating him or her to God 
and preparing the child for future responsibilities and adulthood. (Archer 252)  
Bruce Waltke points out that,  
The job of the parent is not to simply let him grow up in any particular way, but 
to train him, and that in the way he should go. The way he should go has at 
least two senses that complement each other. The sense of the Hebrew the way he 
should go speaks of the child’s individual way and inclination. It speaks of 
discerning a child’s strengths and weaknesses and parenting in a way that takes 
those into account. The Book of Proverbs often presents the concept of the way – 
being the path of wisdom and life in contrast to the way of folly and destruction 
(such as mentioned in Proverbs 22:5). The way he should go would mean 
dedicate the child according to the physical and mental abilities of the developing 
youth. (Waltke)  
“The training prescribed is literally ‘according to his (the child’s) way’, implying, it 
seems, respect for his individuality and vocation, though not for his selfwill” (Kidner). 
Campbell Morgan says,  
A more literal rendering of the Hebrew at once answers this question. Such 
translation would be: ‘Train up a child according to his way.’ In every child there 




that of discovering what those powers are, and developing them… Herein is 
revealed the need for individual work. No two children are alike. (Morgan) 
Adam Clarke presents “the Hebrew of this clause as curious,” and suggests “Initiate the 
child at the opening (the mouth) of his path” (Clarke). When he comes to the opening of 
the way of life, being able to walk alone and to choose; to stop at this entrance and 
begin a series of instructions, how he is to conduct himself in every step he takes. Show 
him the duties, the dangers, and the blessings of the path; give him directions on how to 
perform the duties, how to escape the dangers, and how to secure the blessings which all 
lie before him. Fix these on his mind by daily inculcation till their impression has 
become indelible; then lead him to practice by slow and almost imperceptible degrees, 
till each indelible impression becomes a strongly eradicated habit. Beg incessantly the 
blessing of God on all this teaching and discipline and then you have obeyed the 
injunction of the wisest of men. Nor is there any likelihood that such impressions shall 
ever be effaced, or that such habits shall ever be destroyed. (Clarke) 
In researching the phrase “Train up,” “Chanac, which we translate train 
up or initiate, signifies also dedicate; and is often used for the consecrating anything, 
house, or person, to the service of God. Dedicate, therefore, in the first instance, 
your child to God; and nurse, teach, and discipline him as God’s child, whom he has 
intrusted to your care.” (Clarke)  Waltke adds a different perspective to this by positing 
that “the book of proverbs is addressed to youths, not parents. Were the parents 
ultimately responsible for his moral choice, there would be no point in addressing the 
book to youth (see Prov. 1.4). Moreover, Solomon himself stopped listening to 




Harold Willmington submits that,  
If you love them, train them. If children are diligently trained, they will 
remember and benefit from that training. If left to themselves (29.15), their 
inexperience can lead them into foolish mistakes with lifelong consequences 
(22.15). They should be trained and disciplined while there is still hope (see 
19:18) of saving them (23.13-14; Ps. 9). The well-disciplined child will be a 
delight to his or her parents (29.17). (Willmington) 
Keil and Delitzsch argue that,  
The first instruction which, communicated to the child, should be after the 
measure of his way, i.e., not: of his calling, which he must by and by enter upon. 
The instruction of youth, the education of youth, ought to be conformed to the 
nature of youth; the matter of instruction, ought to regulate itself according to the 
stage of life, and its peculiarities; the method ought to be arranged according to 
the degree of development which the mental and bodily life of the youth has 
arrived at. (Keil and Delitzsch) 
Cecil Maranville writes, 
the verse is saying the parent should train up a child in the way of wisdom to live 
in the fear of God. Unfortunately, interpreting this verse as a spiritual promise from 
God has led to much unnecessary guilt, grief and self-condemnation by parents. 
Some of these parents feel guilty, as if they did not do all they should have done. 
Added to this is the grief parents endure when their children make poor choices 
(Proverbs 10:1). Parents need to understand that their mature children will make 




teach and encourage their children to choose His way (note Abraham’s example 
in Genesis 18:19), they also need to realize that their children may have to learn 
through trial and error and that they may choose a different path than the one in 
which they grew up. Even though Proverbs 22:6 doesn’t guarantee a child’s future 
choices, it is still important for parents to give their children spiritual education 
along with career preparation (Deuteronomy 6:6-7, 20-25). Children in a home 
managed by godly parents will have the opportunity to see God’s way of life in 
action year after year. When they reach maturity, they will then have a better 
understanding of the consequences or rewards that will come from their choices. 
(Maranville) 
God’s Invitation to receive Instruction 
O my people, hear my teaching; listen to the words of my mouth. I will open my 
mouth in parables, I will utter hidden things, things from of old what we have 
heard and known, what our fathers have told us. We will not hide them from their 
children; we will tell the next generation the praiseworthy deeds of the LORD, his 
power, and the wonders he has done. He decreed statutes for Jacob and 
established the law in Israel, which he commanded our forefathers to teach their 
children, so the next generation would know them, even the children yet to be 
born, and they in turn would tell their children. Then they would put their trust in 
God and would not forget his deeds but would keep his commands. They would 
not be like their forefathers a stubborn and rebellious generation, whose hearts 
were not loyal to God, whose spirits were not faithful to him. (Ps.78.1-8) 




Asaph will not bring up new things for discussion, but things already within the 
mind of Israel. Telling to the generation to come the praises of the LORD: Asaph 
knew what followed in this psalm came from events and themes received from 
their fathers. He also knew that what they had received, they had to pass on to the 
next generation; they had a responsibility to not hide them from their children. 
Asaph was concerned about passing on at least three things to the next generation. 
1. The praises of the LORD – teaching them that God was worthy of our 
adoration and gratitude. 
2. God’s strength – His power and greatness above and beyond all. 
3. His wonderful works – that is, God’s power and greatness in active assistance 
to His people. (Guzik) 
God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob 
The self-revelation of the Almighty Creator God to Moses was a strategic 
communication of his sustained relational connection for gracious dealings with his 
choice covenant people in a transgenerational way.  “Then he said, ‘I am the God of your 
father, the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac and the God of Jacob’” (Exod. 3.6).  
Hamilton remarks, “Abram must be more than a recipient. He is both a receptacle for the 
divine blessing and a transmitter of that blessing” (373). “Abram was not only 
to receive blessing, but to be a blessing; not only to be blessed by God, but to become a 
blessing or the medium of blessing, to others.” (Keil and Delitzsch) 
“Abram accepted the Word of the Lord as reliable and true and acted in 
accordance with it; consequently, the Lord declared Abram righteous, and therefore 




land of Canaan belonging to him, the Lord gave Abram a sign of assurance (vv. 7-17 and 
vv. 18-21). All of these promises were ratified in a formal covenant, and free bestowal 
“for his successor to reconfirm the benefits of the existing covenant by ‘continued 
compliance with the terms of the original grant,’ in order for them to be ‘beneficial for 
the grantee and/or his heirs’” was given (Ross 310). 
Thus, starting from Abraham, the successive ties to Isaac and then to Jacob 
defines the continuity in the full implementation of the covenant through intimation and 
integration of generations. By this token Abram was called to be the progenitor of a great 
nation that would further engender and bless other nations for generations.  
Apart from the primary recipient of the promise of partnership in a covenant 
relationship, especially as noted in the practice of the ancient Near East (suzerain-vassal 
treaty) God initiated and enacted the covenant that would outlast the present into the 
future by the lineage through covenant signs that requires ongoing personal subscription 
to unbroken service. 
Royal Grant covenants customarily consisted of four main sections: (1) a 
preamble, noting the parties involved; (2) the provisions in the grant; (3) restrictions or 
stipulations for the continuance of certain oaths taken at the time of enactment and (4) 
some sort of covenantal sign.” (Kӧstenberger & Patterson 178)  
God’s Revelations and Relations to Generations 
In biblical narratives, God’s self-introduction and intimations with people since 
Abraham, especially concerning devotion and service, were usually in relation to their 
father. The offspring are directed to connect to the concept and content that was 




That night the LORD appeared to him and said, “I am the God of your father 
Abraham. Do not be afraid, for I am with you; I will bless you and will increase 
the number of your descendants for the sake of my servant Abraham.” (Gen. 
26.24).  
  God’s self-revelation to Jacob and the assurance of his presence was for the sake 
of blessing him in a way that would translate to increment in his own descendants. 
Jacob was himself a third-generation beneficiary of the call and blessing that began 
from his grandfather Abraham and directly brought to him through his father Isaac. The 
personal call and practical experience of Abraham with God was sure enough to form 
the foundational basis that would function to sustain the transition of the content of that 
same covenant for generations to come after him. 
The ancestor relational intimacy (friendship) is projected in Isaiah 41.8 where 
God designates the nation Israel as his own choice “servant” on the premise of his 
“friendship” with their forefather, Abraham. Thus, God declares, “But you, O Israel, my 
servant, Jacob, whom I have chosen, you descendants of Abraham my friend.” (Isa.41.8) 
Rabbi Gilbert S. Rosenthal notes that “God chose Israel to be His own beloved 
treasure, His first born son. The process of election began with the Patriarchs, Abraham, 
Isaac and Jacob… God singled out and set aside Abraham because He was confident that 
Abraham would ‘instruct his children and his posterity to keep the way of the Lord by 
doing what is just and right’” (Rosenthal) 
God in Progressive Revelation  
Both the scriptures and scholars harmonize in their submissions to suggest that the 




revelation. God’s communication and revelation over time are essentially continuous and 
cumulative. While building upon the foundation of his revelation to previous recipients, 
God reveals himself in new dimensions to a different person/people in the present by a 
different means. However, the new revelation and communication does not have to 
discredit and distract from the former or discard and destroy the former altogether. God’s 
progressive revelation is intended to procure greater graces and gifts for his people as 
dispensations that will ultimately bring greater glorification to himself. 
God also said to Moses, “I am the LORD. I appeared to Abraham, to Isaac and to 
Jacob as God Almighty, but by my name the LORD, I did not make myself known 
to them.” (Exo.6.2,3) God, who had been known to the patriarchs as El Shaddai, 
reveals Himself to Moses as Jehovah (Yahweh), and bids him tell the Israelites 
that He has resolved to deliver them from their bondage, to make them His 
people, and to bring them into the land promised to their forefathers (Bible Hub) 
Where is the God of our Ancestors? 
Confidence in the competence of God is naturally built in the younger generation 
as they reflect and relate with the relationship of their ancestors with God vis-à-vis the 
responsiveness of God to their prayers with demonstration of his power. Youth often feel 
disappointed when things are in reverse, adverse order. The testimony of the psalmist to 
what God had done for the fathers was a strong basis for trust in his unfailing divine 
ability to help in present problems. The God of the ancestors can be addressed as “my 
God” through personal relationship.  “My God, my God...you are enthroned as the Holy 




delivered them. They cried to you and were saved; in you they trusted and were not 
disappointed.” (Ps. 22.1-5) 
Jamieson, Fausset, and Brown posit that, “Since God is the same unchanging 
Yahweh at all times, in relation to His people, the sufferer pleads in faith that, as God 
helped the “fathers” who of old trusted in Him, He cannot but help His trusting child 
now.” (Jamieson & others) 
David is supposed to have been, at the time of composing this Psalm, at 
Mahanaim, where Jacob was once in such great distress; where he wrestled with 
the angel and was so signally blessed. David might well allude to this 
circumstance in order to strengthen his faith in God. I am now in the place where 
God so signally blessed the head and father of our tribes. I wrestle with God, as 
he did; may I not expect similar success? (Clarke) 
Barnes points out that “this plea is of the sufferer as drawn from the character which 
God had manifested in former times. The argument is that he had interposed in those 
times when his people in trouble had called upon him; and he now pleads with God that 
he would manifest himself to him in the same way.” (Barnes) 
One of the ways to secure the sure proof of God’s presence to any generation in 
the history of Israel as a nation was as they sought God’s presence through the 
recognizable workings of God with them as he did with their ancestors. A perceived 
losing or lessening of the presence and power of God tends to affect their sense of being. 
This perceived loss has always brought perplexity and a plethora of unanswered 




Under the prolonged humiliating dominance of Israel by the merciless Midianites, 
the common conclusion of God’s people was that they had suffered total abandonment by 
the God of their fathers.  
“But sir,” Gideon replied, “if the LORD is with us, why has all this happened to 
us? Where are all his wonders that our fathers told us about when they said, ‘Did 
not the LORD bring us up out of Egypt?’ But now the LORD has abandoned us 
and put us into the hand of Midian.” (Judg. 6.13) 
Wiersbe comments that, “the Lord had given Israel proof of His personal concern. 
Despite the fact that He had chastened them (vv. 1-6).  He had rebuked them (vv. 7-10). 
Now He came down to help them” (vv. 11-13). 
 Wiersbe continues, 
Gideon’s negative response to the Lord’s words indicates his lack of faith and 
spiritual perception. Here was Almighty God telling him that He was with him 
and would make him a conqueror, and Gideon replied by denying everything 
God said! Gideon was living by sight, not by faith, and had he remained that 
way he would never have been named among the heroes of faith in Hebrews 11.  
Additionally, 
Young Gideon was openly skeptical when an Angel of the Lord appeared, called 
him “mighty warrior,” and announced that the Lord was with him. Gideon 
wondered aloud first about God’s presence. He was at that time hiding on his own 
land while he threshed grain from his own wheat, for fear a party of the enemy 
might come by and take it from him. Why was Israel in such a state if the God of 




For the youth, a tendency to slump into redundancy or migrate from church when the 
perception is the loss of God’s presence exists. A generation may mourn the “departure 
of God” from church and, therefore, feel the right response to that perceived reality is to 
depart the land or even depart from the Lord. Dealing with the matter of diffidence 
occasioned by the perceived absence of God in the land, Matthew Henry comments that  
“Gideon gave a very melancholy answer to this joyful salutation (v. 13): O my 
Lord! if the Lord be with US why then has all this befallen us? Observe, In his reply he 
regards not the praise of his own valor, nor does this in the least elevate him or give him 
any encouragement. The angel however spoke in particular to him: “The Lord is with 
YOU” but he expostulates for all: If the Lord be with US, herding himself with the 
thousands of Israel, and admitting no comfort but what they might be sharers in, so far is 
he from the thoughts of monopolizing the assurance of God’s presence and the promise 
of prevalence. (Matthew Henry) 
Validation for the Varieties of God’s Ways with Generations 
Being assured of the evidence of his presence, the question is raised whether God 
always manifests in exactly the same way to two generations. The acceptability of church 
services that are performed in slightly different ways, and the knowledge of the One God 
of the fathers who progressively reveals himself in different ways is a matter that calls for 
the scriptures and scholars’ inputs. The firmness of the concept of the oneness of God 
vis-à-vis openness to differing content and forms of worship, such as we have in the 
observable differences in the devotion and definition of worship of the older and younger 




The progressiveness of revelation allows the possibility of God speaking to the 
fathers by the prophets, and equally speaking his ultimate word in and through His Son, 
Jesus, at different times and in different styles. The latter, is as a rule given to validate, 
and never to violate the former. The one God, by one-word in different ways can reveal 
himself to different people in the faith.  
The Shema Precept and Continuity Principle 
“Shema” is a transliteration of the Hebrew language and simply means “Hear.” 
Shema is a body of consecration in the form of confession and was delivered to be kept 
by the Jews from generation to generation in Judaism.   
Hear, O Israel: The LORD our God, the LORD is one. Love the LORD your God 
with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your strength. These 
commandments that I give you today are to be upon your hearts. Impress them on 
your children. Talk about them when you sit at home and when you walk along 
the road, when you lie down and when you get up. Tie them as symbols on your 
hands and bind them on your foreheads. Write them on the doorframes of your 
houses and on your gates. (Deut. 6.4-9) 
This scripture text is considered as the most foundational and fundamental to God’s 
expectation of transgenerational devotion from his people under guidance. These verses 
provide a defined template for education and devotion but seem to leave room for the 
adoption and adaptation by successive generations for expressions, knowing they would 
not always remain in their native land.  




Indeed, it is precisely the same basis on which rests the purer and more spiritual 
form of it which Christianity exhibits...The wisdom of God, who had separated 
them for high purposes, provided that their civil polity should be essentially 
connected with the worship of the one living and true God; so that their national 
history became a history of the Church; and the moment they abandoned the 
service of God, they ceased to exist as a nation. 
Moreover, to help in keeping a sense of religion in their minds, it was 
commanded that its great principles should be carried about with them wherever 
they went, as well as meet their eyes every time they entered their homes. A 
further provision was made for the earnest inculcation of them on the minds of 
the young by a system of parental training, which was designed to associate 
religion with all the most familiar and oft-recurring scenes of domestic life. 
(Jamieson & others) 
Walton, Matthews, and Chavalas say that  
. . . there are several levels of monotheism that can be identified and that may 
have characterized the beliefs of various Israelites in various periods. The ultimate 
monotheism could be called philosophical monotheism: there has only ever been 
one God in existence. *Henotheism  acknowledges the existence of other gods but 
often insists on the supremacy of one’s own god. Similarly, *monolatry describes 
a situation where a person or group has determined to worship only one God, 
regardless of whether other gods, exist or not. Finally, a practical monotheist may 
acknowledge a number of gods, but most of his religious and worship activity is 




practical monotheism but does allow for henotheism and monolatry at the very 
least. (Walton & others) 
 “The verse means that the LORD (Yahweh) is totally unique. He alone is God. 
The Israelites could therefore have a sense of security that was totally impossible for their 
polytheistic neighbors. The "gods" of the ancient Near East rarely were thought of as 
acting in harmony. Each god was unpredictable and morally capricious. So, a pagan 
worshiper could never be sure that his loyalty to one god would serve to protect him from 
the capricious wrath of another. The monotheistic doctrine of the Israelites lifted them out 
of this insecurity since they had to deal with only one God, who related with them by a 
revealed consistent righteous standard. This confession of monotheism does not preclude 
the biblical doctrine of the Trinity. ‘God’ is plural (°elohim), possibly implying the 
Trinity, and one (°ehad) may suggest a unity of the Persons in the Godhead (cf. Gen 
2.24, where the same word for ‘one’ is used of Adam and Eve).” (Walvoord & Zuck) 
One account is as follows,   
“Jehovah our Mighty One is one Jehovah” - the uncaused, self-existent One in 
his absolute unity and strength. All perfection is thus briefly attributed to 
him...God can be the object of love, deserving the love of our whole being 
(Heart, soul, and might are to be enlisted in this service.) Our love to him should 
be intellectual and also emotional; it should be passionate and strong; an all-
embracing energy of our nature...The Law is not a pain to any who love the 
Lawgiver. Love is the essence of true loyalty. It makes service freedom. It is this 




An inseparable connection between personal confession of belief and perpetual 
consecration to its observance is expected. This connection was commanded to be a 
covenantal confession as an unbroken devotion from generation to generation. 
Despite the passing of time and the trends of generations, the culture of the 
traditional Jews is with continuity of their confession of the Shema with consideration for 
the ancestral order over and above human calendar. In continuance of their confessions 
and observance of ancient ceremonies, Cardin (297) declares “As Jews however, we have 
two calendars, the Hebrew calendar superimposed upon the Gregorian, or secular 
calendar”. 
Norman Lamm asserts on the impact of the Shema for the transgenerational 
identity of the Jewish nation and required commitment that,  
Not only in ancient days but even in our own times have Jews, even Jewish 
children, appreciated the spiritual significance of the Shema. Highlighting on the 
centrality of the Shema to Jewish identity even at Auschwitz, and in surviving the 
holocaust, he continues that...when all other traces of Jewish identity have been 
erased, the Shema survives as an after-image on a Jew’s memory. (Lamm 3-5) 
 The Shema is one of the four Scriptures carried in the phylacteries still used by 
Orthodox Jews (Willmington). The potency of this precept as a perpetual property 
seems not to derive from the multiplicity of references to the many appearances but 
rather to the consistency of communication with intentionality and intensity across 
generations. “The Shema articulates the first and most fundamental principle, 




modern. Paradoxically, it is regarded as so evident that it is only mentioned once in the 
Torah – in the Shema” (Lamm 9). 
Theological Foundations 
This section seeks to identify the basic theology of faith as a concept that relates 
to both the belief (personal) as well as the body of beliefs (doctrinal) in a system that 
informs Christian traditions and contemporary practices based on human experience and 
expressions in form of religious commitments.  
Faith Definitions and Directions 
The Oxford English dictionary observes this double application when offering a 
definition of faith as: 
• Complete trust or confidence in someone or something. 
• Religion or religious group—strong belief in the doctrines of a religion based on 
spiritual conviction rather than proof. (Oxford)  
The starting point is to see how faith by nature is first and foremost a personal and 
practical property. By faith, distinctions are drawn between perception with persuasion 
and religion. Obviously, faith (persuasion and resolution) is required for the practice of 
the faith (religion).  
Faith is inner attitude, or trust relating human beings to a supreme God for 
ultimate salvation. In religious traditions stressing divine grace, it is the inner 
certainty or attitude of love granted by God himself. In Christian theology, faith is 
the divinely inspired human response to God’s historical revelation through Jesus 





Hebrews 11.1 states, “Now faith is being sure of what we hope for and certain of what we 
do not see.” 
The Foundation for Faith 
Faith as a concrete reality with its communicative and creative ability found full 
expression in and through God Himself. Having eternally existed long before human 
history was ever recorded, time was created by God through faith. This creation would 
serve as a foundation throughout the existence of time till eternity. This act is the 
substance which the founding fathers of ‘the faith’ subsequently fixed their future upon 
despite the need to face and fight the vicissitudes of life. The founding fathers received 
divine commendation for the consistency of the convictions and consecrations passed on 
to generations. 
Thus, faith is, first of all, God’s personal demonstration that becomes His public 
dispensation to humanity. In an exclusive way, God gives the capacity for faith in all 
faith’s applications to humanity to exercise faith over and above all of earth’s creation.  
“Now faith is being sure of what we hope for and certain of what we do not see. This is 
what the ancients were commended for. By faith we understand that the universe (worlds) 
was formed at God's command, so that what is seen was not made out of what was 
visible” (Heb. 11.1-3).  Keener posits that after defining faith in 11.1 and introducing his 
thesis in 11.2, the writer surveys biblical history for samples of faith. Faith as defined by 
this chapter is the assurance in God's future promises, an assurance that enables one to 





Jamieson, Fausset, and Brown posit that in Hebrews 11.1, faith, in its widest 
sense, is not restricted to faith in the Gospel. In this Hebrews 10.39,  a description of 
faith’s characteristics in relation to Paul's exhortation to perseverance is provided instead 
of a definition of faith in its whole nature. 
Faith as Personal Belief     
David H. Stern submits that this level of faith is “Trusting or ‘faith,’ Greek 
pistis. See Acts 3:16&N and section (1) of Gal. 2:16cN. Being confident, Greek 
upostasis (literally, “that which stands under”), what gives present reality to what we 
hope for.” (Stern) 
True biblical faith is not an emotional kind of wishful thinking; it is an inner 
conviction based on the Word of God (Rom.10.17). 
Adam Clarke analyses faith in the following:  
[Faith is the substance of things hoped for] 
Estin de pistis elpizomenoon hupostasis. Faith is the subsistence of things hoped 
for; pragmatoon elengchos ou blepomenoon, The demonstration of things not 
seen. The word hupostasis, which we translate “substance”, signifies 
subsistence, that which becomes a foundation for another thing to stand on. And 
elengchos signifies such a conviction as is produced in the mind by the 
demonstration of a problem, after which demonstration no doubt can remain, 
because we see from it that the thing is; that it cannot but be; and that it cannot 






Faith as Progressive Perpetual Practice 
Faith, in this regard, is the body of beliefs to be upheld in continuity for 
generations by successive communities of faith. This continuity through generations 
indicates the transcendence of every present time into the future with a goal of unending 
universal reach. Thus, the outworking of faith typically should have a continuity for the 
commitment of coming Christians in different contexts. For instance, all the dimensions 
and demonstrations of faith (in action) as documented in the epistle to the Hebrews, with 
chapter 11 popularly designated as ‘faith hall of fame,’ are populated by individuals in 
relation to the revelation they had and the resolution with which they kept to their 
relationship with God. Theirs was a faith they persevered in, in order to preserve and 
present the same faith for coming generations. These individuals have now constituted 
what Hebrews 12.1 termed “A Cloud of Witnesses” as past prevalent people of faith 
surrounding the present believers as a strong support system for successful faith living. 
 Craig Keener submits that “witnesses can function as those watching a race 
(“cloud” was often applied figuratively to a crowd), but the particular witnesses here are 
those who testified for God or received his testimony that they were righteous...” 
(Keener). “We have so many good examples of faith to inspire us and the ‘huge crowd of 
witnesses’ should assure us that we are not alone in our struggles of faith.” (Willmington) 
Transgenerational Faith Transmission 
“In looking to the behaviors of gospel practice,” Mahan et al. assert, “A question 
over which many in the churches agonize is, ‘how can we transmit to the rising 
generation the convictions that are meant to direct the church...?’” (Mahan et al. 65).  As 




possibility for release to others only as much as we can first receive from God. As 
established earlier, parents can only teach their children from the rich storage of the word 
in their own hearts (Deut. 6.4-9). Devotional faith in God is required to operate the 
demonstrational faith that is transferrable. When Jesus had performed a miracle which 
thoroughly astonished his disciples, he simply admonished them to “have faith in God” 
(Mark 11.22) which Adam Clarke observes is rendered “Echete pistin Theou” a mere 
Hebraism literally meaning “have the faith OF God”, i.e. have strong faith or the 
strongest faith. (Clarke) 
In other words, a strong faith is the kind of faith by which God acts. This kind of 
faith is more than a mere bunch of facts to be passed on to others but the kind that defines 
existence and enriches experience to make an impact on others. 
The Reality of Transgenerational Faith 
Technically and realistically, faith has no defined natural genetic property or 
quality. This statement means that faith cannot be passed on in the genes from parent to 
offspring. Faith is however given to be transferable by influence in a way that faith 
becomes transgenerational through devotional deeds.  
The Bible reveals so much for us to reflect on and respond to about passing the 
legacy of religious faith from one generation to another, from the older to the younger. 
The scripture by precepts and patterns reveal that God’s provisions contained in his 
calling and relational dealings are essentially transgenerational. These relations are 
observed in the histories and experiences of individual progenitors in the Bible along the 




exposures and experiences of divine revelation and the relationships that follow are 
consequently extended to successive generations in content despite different contexts. 
Although the transgenerational feature and nature of faith is valid, faith’s validity 
lies in the understanding that the transition and transmission of faith from one person or 
people to another cannot be made except by mutual connection on the point of 
convictions. No matter how much and how well a predecessor has known God and served 
God, the possibility of profitability for their posterity on the same path must be by 
personal perception and persuasion on faith’s profits. 
Rising out of a thirty-five year study of families begun in 1970 and focusing on 
the question of how religion is passed across generations, Vern L. Bengtson submits that 
“Bland Faith Doesn’t Transfer.” The data, according to Bengtson, (61) “indicates a trend 
towards polarization in religious intensity over time”.  Bengtson further says one major 
reason for this reality “is parental behaviour, such as role modeling and consistency. If 
the parents are not themselves involved in religious activities, if their actions are not 
consistent with what they preach, children are rarely motivated to follow in their parents' 
religious footsteps”. (72) 
Faith in Transit: How Sustainable? 
Sustainability of faith in transit from parents to the young ones poses a great 
challenge because the training is expected to be so true and thorough enough in a way 
that makes turning away from the faith a rare occurrence when the young children 
become adults themselves. 
Brian McLaren points out that “more and more, issues of sustainability are arising 




few). We in the church need to think about sustainable Christian practice.” (McLaren) 
The religious landscape is fast changing all over the world. The dimensions and 
directions of change may differ from one culture and climate to another. Nevertheless, 
the reality of the drift is an obvious experience that no regular observer will deny.  
The essence of transgenerational faith, especially when this faith is covenantal, is 
the continuity of connectivity from end to end. In other words, from the former believer 
and covenanter who becomes a transmitter to a current receiver and carrier. A break in 
this transmission of the faith tradition among the ancient patriarchs in biblical narratives 
would have meant the break of a chain in which case the divinely intended completeness 
of blessedness would have become unrealizable. God wants to be recognized and 
glorified as the God of every generation, and the realization of this divine desire rests on 
the responsiveness of the recipients of his graces in passing on the blessings to others. 
The Transcendental, Transgenerational God 
The validity of the divine designation of “God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob” is 
verified only because Isaac and Jacob respectively experienced the God of their father 
Abraham. They further expressed Abraham’s kind of faith within their own unique 
personalities and experiences to impact their own offspring despite the individual 
peculiarities of personalities involved in the transitions. A disconnection in the 
communication and continuation of faith traditions between generations is a matter 
worthy of concern. 
This expectation of the expressions of faith heritage as a continuation is what 




The practice of anticipation depends on the vitality of our memories of the 
presence and activity of God. It is intensified and sustained through 
congregational conversations. As we approach an event, memories from past 
events fill its possibilities with significance and meaning. They are something we 
have to talk about…in depth. The practice of anticipation, consequently, involves 
the repetition of stories from the past associated with the event we are 
anticipating. (Foster 139) 
Instruction for Imitation of The Faith 
As exemplified in the pioneer experience of Abraham, the expression of faith is 
followership in fellowship and requires intimation that made him godly (“god-like”) 
through imitation. God had earlier called Abram out of his familiar family place (Gen. 
12.1-4). God subsequently called him to follow divinely prescribed patterns and 
processes to progressive perfection (Gen. 17.1-5). Here, God reiterates the covenant as 
Abram got a name upgrade to “Abraham” to embody the national and generational 
transfers of the blessings through him for those who would obey God to have Abraham as 
a worthy example to follow (Isa. 51.1-2). 
The New Testament epistolary scriptures give sundry injunctions to the church in 
general to follow the faith of those considered to be in the capacity of parents, elders, and 
leaders. Personal faith is required to follow through with God in the Christian faith, and 
the concept of ‘following’ clearly recommends imitating God. (1 Cor. 11.1; 4.16; Philp. 
3.17; Heb. 6.12) 




Followers means imitators, mimics; as God’s children, we should imitate our Father” 
(Wiersbe).  “Remember your leaders, who spoke the word of God to you. Consider the 
outcome of their way of life and imitate their faith” (Heb. 13.7-8). 
In properly treating all Christian leaders and rulers, four acts are enjoined, 
coming in a regular and appropriate sequence. (1) Listening to them (2) 
Remembering them (3) Studying their experience, and (4) Imitating them, or 
rather imitating one particular thing in them - their faith. We are no real 
followers of any Christian leader unless we do this. It is not peculiarities in a 
man’s teaching, commanding influence of a personality, that should make him a 
leader. It is the reality of his faith in God. (Wiersbe) 
This scripture verse recommends that the people of God should imitate the faith of 
the older generation. This imitation of course will require that parents and leaders initiate 
the move and intimate the children to the reality of the faith through exemplary living and 
exploratory learning done with conscious, continuous commitment. In expecting to see 
desirable outcomes, the inspired apostle Paul presented the balance by further directing 
that such followership be conditioned on the objective consideration (examination) of the 
older generation’s way of life by the younger. In order words, Paul recommends decisive 
discretionary followership only by observable facts of fruitful living that must support 
imitable faith.  
Consequently, the outcome of the elders’ ways of life, after observation and due 






Youths in the Early Church 
Not much is said in specific terms about youth ministry in the early church but the 
apostolic community thrived on principles that suggest the practice of all-inclusiveness 
by the centrality of common fervent, practical love, and understanding in fairness to all 
by which cohabitation and communication of religion deepened people’s convictions and 
gave them all the hope of continuation in connection across generations. In his 
correspondence to the Church, the Apostle John addresses the categories of fathers and 
young men (youths and young adults) as well as children (1 John 2). 
As with the early church, the adoption of religious devotion by outside observers 
will be with unaided, irresistible compulsion drawing those who are observers of the 
practice of such religion to become partakers of the same grace. This commonality of 
practical love that directs holistic living should be so self-evident within the community 
of faith in a way that promotes addition to Church so that those who are thereby attracted 
and added are truly saved to stay without the need to depart from the local church. 
Communion as ‘Common Union’ of a Generational Mix 
Biblical record of the first century Christian Church reads, “All who believed 
were together and had all things in common... day by day, continuing steadfastly with one 
accord in the temple, and breaking bread at home, they took their food with gladness and 
singleness of heart, praising God, and having favour with all the people. The Lord added 
to the assembly day by day those who were being saved” (Acts 2.44-47).  This scenario is 
of highly connective and deeply communicative living as a faith community. This life is 
more than parochial practice of religion but a way of life. The youths, owing to their 




lifestyles. They crave for such living that is authentic and revolutionary. Youth want a 
way of life that can deliver excitement to their senses and give them experiences that can 
define their essence as a special progressive part of society. The early church apostolic 
patterns and practice was communal.  
       “When religion becomes preoccupied with the niceties of liturgy, the nuances of 
language, the novelties of music, art, and architecture, but forgets the neighbour, then 
religion has been reduced to cultic correctness…True religion has that rich word ‘hesed’ 
[steadfast love] at its center, recalling God’s steadfast love” (Radio Bible Class).  
Adam Copeland dramatically assumes the voice of the youth when he says,  
My generation tends to be leery of any large institution and cares more about 
‘what you can do for me today’ than about the denominational label on the sign 
out front. Historical considerations like the doctrine of consubstantiation and the 
Westminster Confession matter less than the availability of compelling programs, 
fresh worship and free-trade coffee. (Copeland 10–11)  
Maham et al. observe that church worship would be considered by youths as better and 
more beneficial to them if flexibility can be infused into the frequency of the gatherings. 
This flexibility was termed as “Frequent unscripted moments of communion with God, 
and regular periods of prayer” (Booton 55–73). 
Youth Ministry in The Early Church 
Whether or not the early church had a specialized ministry targeted at the youth as 
is customary in our present day is uncertain. Domenico Bettinelli observes that  
“The early Church had no youth ministry as we would recognize it today. There 




of a type popular among their age group and events designed to mimic the 
entertainment of the youth of the time. Yet a disproportionate percentage of 
conversions to Christianity and of martyrs for the faith came from among youth 
and young adults in the first centuries AD. How could that be?” (Bettinelli) 
 Chad Fothergill opines that “the youth of the early Christian church were not merely 
seen as liturgical ornaments or a type of congregational subclass: instead, they carried 
great responsibility for the proclamation of the word and were fully embraced as keepers 
and model practitioners of assembly song” (Fothergill 29). Christopher Page discussed 
the role of youthful musicians at early agape gatherings in a complex assemblage of 
mostly 3rd-century documents transmitted variously by way of Greek, Latin, Arabic, and 
Ethiopian fragments (Page 51–53).  Bettinelli quotes Mike Aquillina as saying that “the 
offer of the Church fathers through “youth ministry” in which they convinced so many to 
become Christian was accomplished through a rather radical way. “The Church fathers 
made wild promises of great things, like persecution, lower social status, public ridicule, 
severely limited employment opportunities, frequent fasting, a high risk of jail and 
torture, and maybe an early, violent death at the hands of their pagan rulers. The Fathers 
looked young people in the eye and called them to live purely in the midst of a 
pornographic culture. Aquilina submits that “what made the Church attractive in the third 
century can make it just as attractive in the twenty-first. In the ancient world and in ours, 
young people want a challenge. They want to love with their whole being. They’re 
willing to do things the hard way - if people they respect look them in the eye and make 




Eddie Arthur affirms that “mission is shaped by the cross” and that, “at the heart 
of God’s missional engagement with humanity is a profound humility and a willingness 
to suffer rejection and pain. We see this all the way through the Old Testament narrative 
as God reaches out to his beloved people who repeatedly reject him to follow after other 
gods.” (Arthur) 
Smith, D.W admits that “problems arise when this biblical vision becomes 
distorted through a one-sided focus on progress and conquest which ignores the reality of 
setbacks, sufferings and periods of decline and loss which seem to form an integral part 
of the wider divine purpose in the world.” (55). 
The Apostle John gave recognition to the peculiarity of the youths and their 
potentiality when he wrote to the church and addressed all categories (defined by both 
spiritual and physical forms of social statuses), namely: fathers, young men, and little 
children. 
I write to you, dear children, because you have known the Father. I write to you, 
fathers, because you have known him who is from the beginning. I write to you, young 
men, because you are strong, and the word of God lives in you, and you have overcome 
the evil one. (1 John 2.13-14). In a song of ascents, the wise king Solomon rightly relates 
his inspiration on the recognition of the personalities, peculiarities, and potentialities of 
the youths (Ps. 127.3-5). 
Identifying Young Adult Trends 
The Church, like the larger general society, is made of different categories of 
people, each having their own unique traits and trends. The essence of peaceful, 




retention of each other. Disconnections and disruptions are bound to occur in any system 
or society whenever the desire for continuous cohabitation lacks the requisite 
comprehension that fosters the blend of those trends. 
McLaren submits that, 
the retention rate for children who grow up in churches is shockingly low. About 
80% will drop out when they come of age. The church needs leaders who are 
willing to think creatively about preparing kids and youth for a Christian life in an 
emerging world. (McLaren 1) “We all know them, the kids who were raised in 
church. They were stars of the youth group. They even sang in the praise band or 
led worship. And then… they graduate from High School and they leave church. 
What happened? (Yoder) 
This trend is in both local and global contexts. The visibly active ones in the youth choir 
and those involved at leadership levels in youth outreach are notably withdrawn or gone. 
Marc Solas raises the alarm over America, about the situation that can also be seen in 
other contexts.  
“The American evangelical church has lost, is losing and will almost certainly continue to 
lose our youth.” (Solas) According to Pew Research, the percentage of college graduates 
who identify with Christianity has declined by nine percentage points since 2007 (from 
73 percent to 64 percent). The Christian share of the population has declined by a similar 
amount among those with less than a college education (from 81 percent to 73 percent). 
Religious “nones” now constitute 24 percent of all college graduates (up from 17 percent) 




Ikoni also opines that “membership loss appears to be a worldwide problem” (Ikoni 66).  
The global scare is very real as a strong example is hereby presented.  
Ham and Beemer give the challenge,  
“Look at the children and look at the teens around you…the ones who have been 
faithfully following you to church for years. Now imagine two-thirds of them just 
disappeared from your church…Because they’re already gone! From across 
Christendom the reports are the same: A mass exodus is underway. Most youth of 
today will not be coming to church tomorrow. Nationwide polls and 
denominational reports are showing that the next generation is calling it quits on 
the traditional church. And it’s not just happening on the nominal fringe; it’s 
happening at the core of the faith. (Ham & Beemer 21-22) 
Serena Alexandra Pace conducted a study in the Lutheran Church Missouri Synod 
on young people who leave the church. Her submission is that “young people are leaving 
the church at an even younger age than we would like to believe” (Pace).  Although 
youths and young adults leave their mother churches for reasons on unique points that are 
different from adults, youth, however, share a basic fact, in whatever form, of lack of 
fulfilment. This lack of fulfillment is agreeably a global phenomenon for all age groups. 
A survey conducted by Lifeway Research Resource as far back as 2006 reveals this 
shared reason why adults in America leave one church to another. The study was done 
with 415 people who have changed churches over time for reasons other than relocation 
or transfers. The study revealed that “the top two specific reasons people leave their 
church have to do with their needs not being fulfilled by their previous church…Of all 




because the ‘church was not helping me to develop spiritually.’” Twenty-eight percent of 
non-mover church switchers indicated this reason as the reason they left. Another 20 
percent of respondents said they left because they “did not feel engaged or involved in 
meaningful church work” (Lifeway Research).  
Emerging adults represent a tremendous amount of diversity in religion and 
spirituality. They fall along broad spectrums of various kinds and dimensions of 
religious, spiritual, and nonreligious experience and belief. Still the majority of emerging 
adults gives voice to certain thematic perspectives when speaking about religion and 
spirituality. These perspectives reflect prevailing cultural structures governing their 
assumptions, categories, outlooks, habits, and thought (Smith and Snell 143). 
According to George Barna, “A majority of twenty-somethings – 61% of today’s 
young adults – had been churched at one point during their teen years but they are now 
spiritually disengaged (i.e., not actively attending church, reading the Bible, or praying)” 
in (Ham & Beemer 9). 
The drop out trend is a global problem with local realities and cultural 
peculiarities. The dropout issue is well known and discussed widely. Perhaps less known 
is the high rate of young adult dropouts. In a research conducted by Life-Way in the 
United States of America, the research discovered that “over two-thirds of 18–22-year-
olds leave the church. In the short, four-year transitional window of teen to adult, the 
church loses the majority of its students” and “most of the dropouts do not leave their 
families during this time. Most of the dropouts do not leave their social networks during 
this time. Most of the dropouts do not leave the educational system during this time. But 




David Kinnaman identifies patterns discovered in the research which demonstrates 
that there are three broad ways of being lost, and the “lost” are thereby set in categories:  
1) Nomads—walk away from church engagement but still consider themselves 
Christians.  
2) Prodigals—lose their faith, describing themselves as “no longer Christian.”  
3) Exiles—are still interested in their Christian faith but feel stuck (or lost) between 
culture and the church. (Kinnaman 25) 
A common trend nowadays is to hear from pastors and ministry leaders about the 
increased absentee rate of young adults and teenagers in church pews (Ezra). 
The expert team of Alexander W. Astin, Helen S. Astin, and Jennifer A. 
Lindholm discovered that 52 percent of college students reported frequent church 
attendance the year before they entered college but only 29 percent continued frequent 
church attendance by their junior year. (Astin et al.). Their comprehensive seven-year 
study on the effect of college life on student spirituality indicates that “spiritual 
awakening” of undergraduates is somewhat to a large extent related to the reality 
emanating from “the desire of youth to face for itself at firsthand the ultimate facts of life, 
and work out its own attitude to them” (4). 
Anderson observes that some serious conflicts exist for our youth. “The ‘world’ 
has already set out its stalls, and how attractive they are. It is now time to own our youth 
and all that ‘comes’ with them.” (25) 
Thom Rainer says by “closing the back door,” one is referring to assimilating or 




churches have less than one-half of their members show up at any one point. They are 
“walking out the back door.” (Rainer) 
Reggie McNeal raises an alarm that 90 percent of youth active in high school 
church programs drop out of church by the time they are sophomores on college (McNeal 
3). Likewise, Ham et al. declare that Church youth already are “lost” in their hearts and 
minds in elementary, middle, and high school, not in college as many assume. McNeal 
further submits that “a growing number of people are leaving the institutional church for 
a new reason. They are not leaving because they have lost faith. They are leaving the 
church to preserve their faith. They contend that the church no longer contributes to their 
spiritual development. In fact, they say quite the opposite is true” (4). 
Kinnaman (11) helps draw our attention to the young insiders who have painful 
personal stories as young Christians or young adults who once thought of themselves as 
Christians who have left the church and sometimes the faith.  
Wuthnow (17) unequivocally declares, “Unless religious leaders take younger 
adults more seriously, the future of American religion is in doubt.” 
Acknowledging the state of storminess in the developmental stage and age of the 
youths, Wuthnow, in his preface, observes that religion is sometimes described as an 
anchor of stability in the stormy sea of social change. For young adults, religion 
sometimes remains a safe haven in a chaotic world yet even the most stable religious 
organizations are changing (xvi) 
Without a doubt, to keep doing church in our traditional ways is 
counterproductive. Kinnaman (38) opines that the next generation is not just sort of 




That is, the cultural setting in which young people have come of age is 
significantly changed from what was experienced during the formative years of 
previous generations.  Millions of young adults leave active involvement in 
church as they exit their teen years. Some never return, while others live 
indefinitely at the margins of the faith community, attempting to define their own 
spirituality. (19)  
Furthermore, Kinnaman points to the core of the dropout problem and calls the problem 
“a faith-development problem; to use religious language, it’s a disciple-making problem” 
and asserts in this regard that “the church is not adequately preparing the next generation 
to follow Christ faithfully in a rapidly changing culture.” Instead, the church is too often 
seen as overprotective, shallow, anti-science, repressive, exclusive, and doubtless (21). 
 While youth ministers have generally considered the relationship between youth 
ministry and the larger church to be necessary if sometimes adversarial, a grudging 
acknowledgement has always existed that youth ministry is not “ministry” except for the 
connection to the greater body; even the word for church, ecclesia, means “the gathered” 
(Kärkkäinen 251, 253) 
Michael Warren points attention to a more specific look at the actual practices of 
youth ministry. He argues that ministry to and with youth loses coherence unless the 
ministry embraces the character of being “inconvenient”. A proper grasp of ministry 
today demands understanding two realities: mission and manners. The point being made 
is that ministry in the churches cannot be properly understood outside of mission—the 





Holly Meyer informs that a new LifeWay Research survey shows large numbers 
of young adults who frequently attended Protestant worship services in high school are 
dropping out of church…Two-thirds of young people say they stopped regularly going to 
church for at least a year between the ages of 18 and 22. The 66 percent who said they 
stopped attending church regularly as young adults cited a variety of reasons for leaving. 
The survey listed 55 and asked them to pick all that applied. On average, they 
chose seven or eight reasons… The reasons fell under four categories:  
• Nearly all — 96 percent — cited life changes, including moving to college 
and work responsibilities that prevented them from attending.  
• Seventy-three percent said church or pastor-related reasons led them to leave. 
Of those, 32 percent said church members seemed judgmental or hypocritical and 
29 percent said they did not feel connected to others who attended.  
• Seventy percent named religious, ethical or political beliefs for dropping out. Of 
those, 25 percent said they disagreed with the church's stance on political or social 
issues while 22 percent said they were only attending to please someone else.  
• And, 63 percent said student and youth ministry reasons contributed to their 
decision not to go. Of those, 23 percent said they never connected with students in 
student ministry and 20 percent said the students seemed judgmental or 
hypocritical. (Meyer) 
Youth and Freedom of Will to Choose 
Human free moral agency is a factor that must never be overlooked in the practice 
of the faith. The freedom of choice to accept or reject the presented way of life is a right 




Convictions conceded to by coercion is a characteristic feature of false religion. 
According to Kinnaman, “When Amish youth hit the age of 16, their parents open the 
doors of their closed community and grant them permission to run around. We won’t 
make you choose this church and this life; they say. You make your own choice. We 
raised you right, but it’s time for you to find your faith for yourself” (Kinnaman 238). 
The distance between generations of the faith is beyond cohabitation and 
participation in the same place. Ham and Beemer hint on the distance in the heart in the 
place where God’s corporate worship is intended. The alarming conclusion from a study 
reports if you look around in your church today, two-thirds of the young people who are 
sitting among us have already left in their hearts; soon they will be gone for good. (Ham 
& Beemer 21-22)  
It is reported that America's churches have lost an entire generation of believers, 
and the views of 1,000 twenty-somethings, solidly raised in the church no longer attend. 
The study found that we are losing our kids in elementary, middle school, and 
high school rather than college, and the “Sunday school syndrome” is contributing 
to the epidemic, rather than helping alleviate it. This is an alarming wake-up call 
for the church, showing how our programs and our approaches to Christian 
education are failing...and our children are paying the price. The statistics also 
reveal a huge disconnect taking place between our children and their church 
experience.  On questions of personal faith, salvation, reliability on the inerrancy 
of the Bible and so on, “the obvious conclusion is that Sunday school really had 




Kelvin Mutter identifies the significance of building faith as friendly practices into 
households before children enter their teen years and stresses the importance of 
supporting the faith development of children, youth, and young adults by helping families 
maintain a strong connection to a faith family. (Mutter 204-7) 
Clark informs that what grew out of this subtle but pervasive attitude toward the 
young during the middle decades of the 20th century became the seedbed of youth 
ministry: to “keep them in the church” while not having to go through the confusing, 
difficult, and even painful experience of considering how to integrate them into the body. 
Thus, the youth pastor and a handful of “relevant” adults became the default way the 
church expressed love for the young (Clark. Adoptive 67). 
Recently some have begun to recognize the necessity of the church being more 
directly involved in ministry to young people. Over the last several years many people 
have been attempting not only to understand why young people choose to leave the 
church at such alarming rates but also to help the church make a more proactive effort to 
better engage young people before they leave high school.  
A dire need exists for what McLaren calls “Lifelong Spiritual formation.” The 
pressing pertinent project will be “how we can lead people into lifelong growth that is 
developmentally sensitive, that employs needed rites of passage, that makes appropriate 
calls to commitment…” (McLaren) Moreover, ignoring the potentials of youth as youth 
not only distorts the social location of youth but also creates distorted adults and 






The Matter of Migration 
According to Dinesh Bhugra, migration is “a process of social change where an 
individual, alone or accompanied by others, because of one or more reasons of economic 
betterment, political upheaval, education or other purposes, leaves one geographical area 
for prolonged stay or permanent settlement in another geographical area for prolonged 
stay or permanent settlement in another geographical area” (Bughra). As in all other 
forms of migration, people moving from one church to another will need acculturation as 
they seek to settle in at the new place. This acculturation is made of many parts and 
processes. Bughra posits that the individual migrant certainly has the effects of pre-
migration trauma to deal with. He identifies the double factors of alienation from the 
former place vis-à-vis loss of recognition and the nostalgia of getting a “right hand of 
fellowship” and assimilation in the new place. (Bughra) 
The compelling attractiveness to better external social and economic opportunities 
equally apply to spiritual and religious human nature and need. In whatever different 
context and contents, the reality is traceable to a varied manifestation of the “push-pull” 
force factor. People move for different reasons, and these differences affect the overall 
migration process and outcomes. The conditions under which a migrant enters a receiver 
population can have broad implications for all parties involved (jrank.org online). 
Migrant Youth and Identity Search 
The discovery of one’s own identity is critical to the mastery of living, and a miss 
or mix up of identity can lead to feelings of misery. Erikson asserts that in the “social 
jungle of human existence, there is no feeling of being alive without a sense of identity.” 




of their own practice of faith tend to bring imposition of their own patterns. Elkind argues 
that parents really contribute to this challenge as they keep their young children moving 
constantly but observes that “Young children have limited powers of adaptation, which 
are sometimes exceeded by the pressures of adult scheduling, which surfaces as setbacks 
in adolescence and early adulthood” (42).  The situation created by heightened 
expectations and tightened emotions in the external and internal spaces may push the 
young ones to face and fight the challenge that Erikson terms “identity crisis” in which 
the adolescent must adaptatively “trust in oneself and in others” (Erikson 128).  
Reporting on the resurgence of the question of identities, UNESCO states that,  
culture and religion can be seen to be intimately linked in this often-conflictual 
affirmation of separate identities. Religions have a collective dimension involving 
religious authorities and sometimes embodying religious dogma that is non-
negotiable. Allied to political activism, religious affiliations can be a powerful 
marker of identity and a potential source of conflict. (19) 
Chap Clark and Dee Clark identify the same attention that must be paid to this 
reality in noting that the central adventure for the adolescent is to discover who they are 
as a person and then begin to assert his or herself into the adult society (Clark. 
Disconnected 54). The expectations of society and other sources (church, home, school, 
peers, etc.) that stir a strong self-expectation typically triggers stress for the growing 
young ones, thus creating multiple selves.  
Youth under Pressure to Perform 
Clark goes on to offer a helpful explanation as to how an adolescent tries to cope 




“vaudevillian plate spinner who is skilled at getting several plates to spin at once and 
even making it look easy at times.” (Clark. Hurt 67). Another description of the youth 
caught in this complex web of emotional struggle to attain and maintain a balance is the 
“gyroscopic” phenomenon in which Arabella Kenealy writes, “to be liberated at will, by 
nervous impulse, in the kinetic mode of the mechanical action of lashing his top; and 
thereby imparting to it the gyroscopic motion that keeps it spinning upright on its vertical 
peg. As he himself keeps it spinning upright on his vertical legs…humans and other 
creatures have been adapted” (40). 
Youth Stressors and Performance-Based Identity 
This accurately captures Elkind’s submission that a combination of more than a 
single stress source is needed to create problems for the adolescent. Multiple stressors are 
responsible for creating the problem. The big challenge will be for the youth to gain a 
balance through consistency of life approach in an encouraging environment that allows 
her to put down the “vaudevillian plates” so that focusing on one plate, she can self-
discover and be both confident and competent to project her identity and faith through 
experiential knowledge that is personal and practical. 
Mahan et al. state that,  
. . . in some church literature, the world of youth is the world of interior struggle 
for identity, the world of psychological integration, an inner world of psychic 
tasks one must face as a self. These tasks are seen as a series of sequential steps 
upwards to higher levels. It is almost as if the religious task becomes impossible 
until the psychological one is completed. The psychological task becomes a 




completion before any deep religious transformation is possible. When the 
psychological struggle/steps are successfully completed, the person has reached 
human wholeness. One particular step, achieving identity and coming to know 
who one is, is seen as the narrow gate through which young people pass before 
proceeding to the further tasks in the life cycle. (40) 
Much more is needed than participation in popular programs and activities in the church 
to give youths a sense of identity. Giddens identifies the existential “question of self-
identity, which is bound up with the fragile nature of the biography which the individual 
'supplies' about herself. Life in the new place with the new people notwithstanding, a 
person's identity is to be found in the capacity to keep a particular narrative going” 
(Giddens. Modernity 54).  
Sharing from his experience on “sabotaging youth ministry,” Brandon K. McKoy 
argues that when one begins to see youth’s problems as inherent in how one tells and 
understand one’s story, one is free from the illusion that their problems have to be lodged 
within their biological makeup or natural identity (McKoy 45). 
Some of the strongest influences on young people’s identity formation are the 
adults in their lives. When parents, mentors, and coaches focus on outcomes like winning 
and losing rather than character development and purpose, young people learn to link 
love and acceptance to performance rather than the unconditional love of Christ (Fuller 
Youth Institutes). As “relational beings,” McKoy observes, “we often see incongruous 
elements of a person’s life as impossible because of how we view people as distinct 




sets up their personality in relation to the context of community and the congruity that 
thrives or dies therein. 
From years of research, performance scientist Benjamin Houltberg observes that  
. . . purpose-based identity is better than and outlasts performance-based identity. 
Performance Based Identity often have a strong fear of failure, are perfectionistic, 
and are not motivated by the desire to do their best, but rather to avoid a loss. On 
the other hand, those who have developed a Purpose Based Identity set goals that 
are attainable, participate in activities that are personally meaningful, and are 
connected to something greater than themselves that contributes to the 
world. (Houltberg) 
Caleb Roose advises that,  
Instead of viewing success as the purpose of life, help young people comprehend 
their lives in the context of the much grander gospel narrative. Understanding our 
lives in the context of God’s redemptive work in the world can enable us to live 
for something bigger than ourselves, build meaningful relationships, and develop 
a sense of meaningful direction for our lives. (Roose) 
Young people need firm foundations to help them form identity and develop 
character. Sadly, the narrative of success and failure that guides so much of the 
competitive culture simply is not sufficient for the task. Students need to be offered a 
grander life narrative in order to ground their identities and guide their growth (Fuller). 
For youths and emerging adults, the feeling of belonging is directly connected to a 
feeling of being, and church attendance is supposed to create such feeling of their full and 




can accomplish this feeling of belonging. Pink Dandelion posits that “for youth who 
attend religious services, the religious institution serves as a social entity, poised to 
present a network of adults and peers that may influence them, aid their identity 
formation, and provide a sense of group belonging.” (UNESCO) 
Youth and Survival Instinct 
Without giving assent or credibility in any way to Charles Darwin’s fallacious 
treatise on the origin of species which uses the so-called theory of evolution to explain 
away the timeless truth of divine creation, the truth is admittedly clear that species will 
naturally and instinctively fight for their own survival. This survival instinct cannot be 
the source of existence but is a strategic resource for subsistence. This subsistence may 
come as adaptation to present habitats or else a responsiveness becomes a resort to 
migration. Creatures in one form or another will migrate to more promising locations 
where the hope of thriving seems to be offered.  
In the case of the youths, many are heard saying “I am dying in this Church!” 
Therefore, the fact that they eventually become spiritual emigrants is not surprising. 
Youths are the most restless segment of society. They are naturally impatient with 
whatever fails to deliver the ‘connecting…and convenient’ content to them. Therefore 
they respond to stimuli for social-cum-spiritual survival and satisfaction in any way they 
find.  Therefore, youngsters seeking ‘spiritual survival’ look for churches that will 
respond to some of their questions (Anderson 25). 
Parental Support and Youth Survival 
Parents’ support has been noted to influence children’s motivational beliefs 




the hearts of those who are committed to the faith. While heart faith may be personal, 
faith’s practical outworking is visible in the public sphere where faith becomes relational. 
Religion here assumes the nature of participatory organized acts. Religion entails actions 
of devotion with relations. 
The English dictionary defines religion as “a personal set or institutionalized 
system of religious attitudes, beliefs, and practices.” (Merriam-Webster) This involves 
mutual mindedness for meetings and meanings within the context of that faith system. 
Beliefs and doctrines are defined, worship patterns and practices are specified and 
standardized, and administrative settings are put in place. Organized religion, 
therefore, necessitates participation in activities in a way that should normally involve 
all who are part of the system. In the church, this participatory nature of assembling 
means that all age categories are considered and catered for—children, youth, and 
adults alike together as they all gather. 
Religious devotional living is to be considered as an integral part of organized 
activities for youths and the possibility of transfer of faith values and virtues depends on 
the right motivation and mobilization of the younger generation by the older. Motivation 
theories suggest that parents are an integral support for adolescents’ participation in 
organized activities. 
While most of the parents in the Christian faith cannot be said to have been 
Christians in their own youthful days, there is clear sincere desire in many of 
them to provide a better childhood of faith devotion and practice for their own 




Parents and church leaders are positioned to be able to lend support to make the young 
ones truly strong to live above the wrongs which their peculiar phase tend to pressure them into. 
Stuart Briscoe recounts with insight that in 2 Tim.4.10, Apostle Paul wrote,  
“Demas has deserted me and gone to Thessalonica” Paul didn't divulge the details of 
Demas' desertion, but he told us enough to form a picture of a young man, previously 
described as Paul's “fellow worker” (Philem. 24) apparently struggling with his faith, 
until he drifted off to that point where the church “lost” him. Like Demas, the drift away 
from the fellowship by the youth hardens into a drift away from the faith until finally he 
joins the statistics of the young people we “lost.” But in John Mark's case 
it didn't happen, and the human agency that stopped the rot was Barnabas, the “Son of 
Encouragement.” There is, of course, no guarantee that every potential Demas, if hitched 
to a Barnabas, will turn into a John Mark. But there can be no doubt that many of the 
criticisms that are contributing to youthful disaffection with the church would be—and 
should be—dealt with effectively and convincingly by men and women of the caliber of 
Barnabas. In short, if we want to cut down on the flight of our present-day Demases we 
need to concentrate on intercepting them with contemporaries like Barnabas. (Briscoe) 
Youth Mobilization for Participation in God’s Mission 
Being naturally wired to want to work, the youth generation can be made for 
much more than merely survive.  Youth can indeed thrive under proper mobilization for 
God’s missional work in every context.  
According to Loren Cunningham, “Mobilizing youth for world evangelization is a 
challenge that faces not only youth-evangelistic organizations, but a challenge which 




for evangelism is a process, not a one-time event” (Cunningham). The article concludes, 
“As this is accomplished in the family atmosphere of fellowship and love, all the 
spiritual, social, psychological, and personal needs of each worker can be met in the 
process of world evangelization.” A general acknowledgement and appeal is made for an 
all-inclusive, integrative approach to Evangelism, disciple-making, church planting, 
social holiness, and theological education to emerge for strong leaders from the mission 
of God. Yahweh’s missional menu cannot be segmented (Cunningham). 
In studying reasons for parents’ desire for better childhood for their offspring 
while measuring ‘change due to a desire to provide a different childhood’, Conger, 
Belsky, and Capaldi observed and reported that five out of fifteen parents wanted to 
change something about their childhood (Conger & others1276–83). Some of the parents 
wanted to provide their own missed opportunities for their children. The Eccles’ 
expectancy-value model describes a series of reciprocal processes that unfold over time 
to explain why youth participate in organized activities (Wigfield et al. 933–1002). 
McKoy unequivocally states that “youth are created by God, not to be individuals but to 
be relational with God and others through using their gifts and talents that have emerged 
through their relationships. The uniqueness of each youth comes from his relationships, 
and relationships sustain his gifts and talents” (McKoy 37).  
General participation has been identified as a means for God’s mission across 
generations. The mission of God is an intricacy of continuity through the unity of 
community. For churches, generally, the operation of mission has often been subjected to 




providing a much better platform for wider participation that will necessarily involve 
both old and young. 
. . . mission is first and foremost God's own mission. God sends himself before he 
sends his church. There is a centrifugal force in God's very being as the Son and 
the Spirit spiral out from the Father to bring healing to the world. Mission is first 
of all God sending his Son in the power of the Spirit to reconcile the world to 
himself and the and the mission of the church is nothing less than the gift of 
sharing by the Spirit in the Son's mission to the world on behalf of the Father. 
(Parry 58) 
“It is not the church that has a mission of salvation to fulfil in the world; it is the mission 
of the Son and the Spirit through the Father that include the Church, creating a church as 
it goes on its way” (Moltman 163). 
The mission of God in the world that the church seeks to carry out is never the 
creation of the tradition of any Church. The church as God’s Ecclesia is only ‘called out’ 
of the world to play a privileged partnership participatory role in what God is doing. The 
mission of God predates the church. In other words, the mission was never an 
afterthought since the mission existed long before even the people [missionaries] were 
formed. The glory of God for which humanity was formed is a strategic sacred missional 
mandate. God declares through the prophet Isaiah, “The people I formed for myself that 
they may proclaim my praise” (Isa. 43.21). The praise and glorification of God is 
practically carried out in proclamation of his mission through the commission and that 
across generations. “One generation will commend your works to another; they will tell 




Christopher J. H. Wright says, “It is not so much the case that God has a mission 
for his church in the world, as that God has a church for his mission in the world. Mission 
was not made for the church; the church was made for mission – God’s mission.” Wright 
says further “our mission is nothing less (or more) than participating with God in this 
grand story until he brings it to its guaranteed climax.”  The church seeking workable 
ways to introduce and integrate the next generation of youths into the Missio Dei 
becomes vitally important (Wright. The Mission of God: Unlocking 62). 
Clark admits that the Church has become more pointedly aware that the young 
need the church, and the church needs the young. The church is growing up but an open-
minded approach to conceptualization and contextualization of theology in everyday 
practice will be sure to generate the needed gain. The youth culture must be understood 
by the older generation’s condescension to pay attention.  
Culture provides a context by which observers can distinguish themes. As we pay 
attention to patterns, parts, and wholes of society, the society’s symbols, language, 
practices, and systems are learned (Vanhoozer et al. 22-24).  
Research Design Literature 
Research designs are types of inquiry within qualitative, quantitative, and mixed 
methods approaches that provide specific direction for procedures in a research design 
(Creswell 41). This project is a qualitative research project investigating the factors 
responsible for why the youths (representing tomorrow) are departing from the Deeper 




Despite the difficulties involved and since the concerned persons do not stay 
together in the same locality, participants were diligently sought out. Carefulness was 
applied to ensure that “the dignity of all research participants is respected” (Sensing 33).  
Assuring participants in the project and those persons who are interviewed, 
respond to questionnaires, join focus groups etc. that what they say and report will be 
kept in confidence is vital for earning trust because only in a trusting environment can 
you be sure of eliciting good data” (Sensing 36). Sensing also notes that by using a 
qualitative interview, the researcher is able to gather data in a natural setting sensitive to 
the people and places under study, and data analysis that is inductive and establishes 
patterns or themes”  
The primary qualitative research tool necessitates the identification of one’s own 
biases, values, emotions, and agendas (41). He calls the recognition of one’s emotions 
reflexivity (43). 
The researcher’s familiarity with the situation under investigation should be 
balanced with a combination of friendship and cordiality with the participants in ways 
that reduces personal bias or stems objective informational release from participants. 
Patton recommends that participants work together as a group and the inquiry facilitator 
supports group cohesion and collective inquiry (Patton 185). 
Summary of Literature 
The migration phenomenon has been an ongoing experience of the church from 
the earliest times of church history. Although not to be considered in the category of a 
schism or breakaway, the migration of youths (who represent tomorrow) leaving the 




them is a major concern that brings a heavy sense of loss of the future. This migration 
applies in two ways, either from church to church or from church to becoming 
unchurched. This reality is a concern for the global church at large. In the American 
(Western) context, Joyce Henderson submits,  
“I personally believe that we are losing our youth to humanism, New Age 
thought, and the subsequent moral relativism, sexual promiscuity, rebellion, and 
belief in evolution. Kids become corrupt before their parents’ eyes. Church 
attending young people abandoning the teachings of their church, the Bible, (and 
of Christ for students attending college, they often leave Christian and return anti-
Christians.)” She continues as a lament that “post-Christian America is now 
hostage to humanism…Humanism is so pervasive and so common that, quite 
frankly, it is surprising that more youth are not turned against Christ.” (Henderson 
6) Dr. Henderson lists thirty-five possible reasons youths leave the Church! 
The loss of youth in the Nigerian context is not a loss to anti-Christian belief 
systems, philosophies, and practices. Rather, a migration from one church to another 
occurs for preference to difference in experience and ambience found elsewhere. 
Nevertheless, laments in churches that are departure points of youth migrations see and 
feel this migration as a loss. 
Using four churches for his study, John Aderemi Taiwo investigated factors 
responsible for the growth of the Pentecostal church in Nigeria since the mid-eighties and 
discovered among other factors that members’ migration from one church to another 




Roger Olson states that this exodus from denominationalism is increasingly the 
trend among younger Christians. He writes, “Many young Christians consider 
denominations old fashioned, divisive, top heavy, always embroiled in controversies, etc. 
They prefer what I call ‘plain label’ churches, often newly founded, meeting in rented 
spaces, grassroots-oriented, etc.” (Rainer).  
Typically, every community of faith has integrative components that define and 
drive their beliefs and behaviors in every society. Whether those ‘drivers’ are clearly 
written or not, the Church’s creeds, articles of faith, liturgies, and set of traditions become 
parameters by which members (leadership and followership) are expected to be 
confirmed as they conform. These expectations cut across the system in a way that the 
older custodians of that in-house culture often become finicky with the adherence to the 
details that they desire to see spreading to succeeding generations without modifications 
and alterations, even if the need for change is a positive, progressive change. 
People’s everyday actions, then, reinforce and reproduce a set of expectations and 
this set of other people’s expectations which make up the ‘social forces’ and ‘social 
structures’ is what sociologists talk about. As Giddens and Pierson put it, “Society only 
has form, and that form only has effects on people, in so far as structure is produced and 
reproduced in what people do” (Giddens and Pierson 77).  
There are several reasons why youth leave church. However, the issue being dealt 
with in this particular study is not ‘complete departure’ from church and the faith as it is 






RESEARCH METHODOLOGY FOR THE PROJECT 
 
Overview of the Chapter 
 
This chapter outlines the various ways the research investigated the stated 
research questions. The description of the project and the project’s purpose are restated. 
The project is carried out in designated places among a select people (participants) whose 
description and selection criteria are herein given.  
The ethical implication for participation was taken into due cognizance. The 
instrumentation is stated, and the reliability and validity of the project design are 
presented. The process of data collection and data analysis are equally spelt out. Overall, 
the ministry context in which this research was carried out is presented.  
Nature and Purpose of the Project 
 
This project identified and investigated the forms of and factors responsible for 
the departure of youths from the Deeper Life Church denomination in university settings. 
The project intimates the reader with the realities of the migration of youths from the 
mother church of this denomination. The research used objective viewpoints to analyze 
the outcomes and feedback from research instrumentations in order to draw the attention 
of all who are concerned, thereby challenging everyone to make changes that can benefit 
everyone. 
The purpose of this study was to investigate contributing factors behind the 
departure of youth from churches of the Deeper Life Church denomination in university 
settings and propose methods for reversing that trend. The importance of this project is 




immediate context and for adaptation to similar contexts. By learning from these 
findings, help can be obtained to stop the migration of the youths and promote the 




The research questions were generated in line with the nature of the project which 
is essentially qualitative. The tools were chosen accordingly, aimed at providing answers 
to the Research Questions. 
Research Question #1—Why are youths from churches of the Deeper Life Church 
denomination in university settings leaving the church?  
This Research Question sought to verify the reality of the departure of youths 
from the Deeper Life Church denomination and to identify the contributing factors 
responsible for the departure of youths from this Church denomination in university 
settings. The instrument employed to respond to this question was the focus group 
discussion which was a qualitative instrument called Youth Questionnaire and coded 
YOUQ.  
Questions 2, 5, 6, and 7 (Appendix) relate to this Research Question as 
participants gave direct, first-hand accounts as individuals thus affected.  
Research Question #2—What are churches of the Deeper Life Church denomination 
in university settings doing to prevent the departure of youth from the church? 
(Qualitative – Church Activity Questionnaire—CAQ)  
Consideration was given to this aspect primarily through the use of interviews. 




groups also provide some answers to this question. Interviewees were invited from 
among the parents and pastoral cadre of the church’s leadership. This selection was done 
to gain direct insight into the experience and perspectives of the older generation, 
considering the participatory lead role they play as main custodians of the church 
denomination’s doctrines, dogmas, and deeds which the younger generation often 
disagree with and from which they decisively disconnect. This instrument was chosen to 
know the feelings, thoughts, intentions, and actions of the authority figures and decision 
makers. 
The form was semi-structured interview style with predetermined but flexible 
questions. This form was intended to break strict formalities so that respondents could 
feel the ambience of relaxation and the air that a normal conversational type naturally 
affords. The questions and prompts were flexible and exploratory, and non-verbal cues 
were also keenly observed and duly recorded. 
Research Question #3—What more can be done to prevent youth from churches of 
the Deeper Life Church denomination in university settings from leaving the 
church? 
A combination of points raised in the unstructured interviews as well as document 
(artefact) analysis was used to answer this research question. A fair collection of the 
Church’s officially published documents was analyzed. The major item that readily 
answered this question was a collection of several past editions of the hard copy print 
publication of the Campus Pearl magazine. This magazine has been printed and 







The Deeper Life Bible Church started as a young adult and youth group in the 
campus setting of the University of Lagos, Nigeria. The church began as a small bible 
study group of fifteen people who regularly came to study the bible together although 
they still belonged to and attended their different denominational local churches. These 
people were drawn together by a shared deep desire to “dig deeper” into the word of God 
and live by what they learned therefrom. The bible study leader of that group was a 
young university lecturer whose popular “flat 2” in the staff quarters was used for the 
meetings.  
The small bible study group was soon upgraded to become a registered church 
that grew exponentially to become Africa’s largest single congregation. Miracles served 
as a source of the phenomenal growth of the Deeper Life Church. In the words of the 
church founder, Pastor Kumuyi, “God, in the growth of Deeper Life Bible Church, has 
strategically and prudently used miracles to ‘make all men come to Him’” (Isaacson 10). 
Deeper Life Church is classified as Protestant with their orientation as 
Evangelical cum Pentecostal-Holiness movement. The core theology of the church is 
holiness which is clearly notable in their supreme emphasis on the Scripture text of 
Hebrews 12.14: “Follow peace with all men, and holiness, without which no man shall 
see the Lord.” This Scripture text is visibly inscribed by different means and mediums on 





Other arms later grew out of the ministry, including Deeper Life Students 
Outreach (DLSO) for secondary school age students. The Higher Institution Program 
(HIP) for students in tertiary institutions was later changed into the present Deeper Life 
Campus Fellowship (DLCF). This arm of the church caters for all categories of people in 
the academia including students, National Youths Service Corps members, staff, and 
community people in the institutions of higher learning. 
Culture of Scripture and Church Structure  
“Culture is closely related to history, for history is the field in which humans do 
things freely rather than by nature” (Vanhoozer et al. 22). The culture of Deeper Life is 
one of conscious commitment to the expectation and expression of the experience of 
heart purity that is demonstrable by a life of ‘deeper’ Christian piety.  
While several other elders and key group leaders exists at different leadership and 
administrative cadres, the founder, fondly addressed by everyone with his official title 
“G.S” (i.e., General Superintendent), Pastor William F. Kumuyi, is still conspicuously in 
charge. He is the principal headship figure and honor is fully accorded him by all. 
Kumuyi preaches personally from the headquarters church to all the combined 
service groups on Sundays. He alone, since the 1970’s, personally teaches the weekly 
Monday Bible Study (MBS) which is broadcasted via satellite and other social media 
platforms to all the church locations locally, nationally and internationally. While away, 
for instance on overseas ministry trips, a replay of his previous teaching session is still 







The congregational make-ups of the Deeper Life Campus Fellowship church in 
the two campuses for this study vary slightly. The Lagos State University (LASU) is 
made up of approximately 89 percent undergraduates, 4 percent postgraduates, 7 percent 
non-students (faculty, other staff, and people from locations outside the Campus 
community). Fellowship attendance ranges between 80 and 110, depending on programs 
held. The University of Lagos has fellowship population between 250 and 300.  
The highest attendances for both campus fellowships are usually recorded during 
special programs that are widely publicized. The fellowships have great prospects for 
drawing and keeping larger attendance and membership, considering the fact that the 
University of Lagos currently admits over 9,000 Undergraduate students annually and 
enrolls over 57,000 students. The Lagos State University (LASU) on the other hand has a 
combined student population of 35,000 from its two locations within Lagos State. 
(wikipedia) 
Church fellowship meetings are generally patterned after the order of the mother 
church, except that the campuses endeavor to infuse some dynamic of contemporary 
elements in sessions of worship, much unlike how worship is always done or condoned in 
many typical church locations in town. 
Participants 
Criteria for Selection 
A right participatory audience must be properly identified and engaged. Afterall, 
“The ‘audience’ is everywhere and nowhere” (Bird 3). The choice is made for the 




The individuals invited and engaged for participation in this study were persons who 
have had firsthand experience of the situation of departure from the Deeper Life Church.  
The participants were chosen because of the possibility of getting their consent 
and presence to participate in the project. With most of them, the researcher has had some 
sort of previous contact being an itinerant campus minister. Also, the researcher and 
participants have had times of close interactions, especially as the researcher had the 
opportunity of helping some of them in counselling and prayer sessions on matters 
relating to their personal, spiritual, academic, and family lives. For some, the counseling 
for which they needed a form of father-friend help was on matters specially related to this 
present subject of their experiences in the church. 
Description of Participants 
 
The main participants (for the focus group sessions) were males and females 
between the ages of twenty and thirty-five, drawn from the two major universities in 
Lagos State. The University of Lagos is a Federal Government-owned university, while 
the Lagos State University is a State-owned institution of Lagos. The participants were a 
fair mixture of (male and female) youths and young adults whose involvement in church 
and the number of years they were involved were not a criterion for their selection.  
The basis for the researcher’s choice of this category is their personal experience 
or intimate conversance with individuals who have either migrated from the Church or 
are considering opting out as others whom they know have done. Some of the 
participants have completed their undergraduate studies at the University and have 
satisfactorily served in the mandatory one year of National Youth Service. Some of them 




while some others already have been employed or pursuing personal entrepreneurial 
vocations. 
Ethical Considerations 
The individuals chosen were previously informed personally and were verbally 
intimated with the project. Their voluntary participation and consent were first obtained 
by word of mouth before the formal consent was sent to them for personal signatures as 
separate individuals. Non-disclosure of their identities was assured and the mutual 
agreement to abide by the standard of confidentiality both by the researcher and 
respondents was strictly upheld. 
The documentation and reporting of participants’ inputs in each of the two groups (A 
and B) did not identify persons’ names, but rather each person was given a coded name 
consisting of specific numbers and letters of the English alphabet. 
Instrumentation 
  This study employed three different types of instruments. 
Focus Groups 
Two focus groups were created to each hold a separate discussion session on the 
research topic. These groups were facilitated personally by the researcher, as 
communicated to all participants ahead of the day of the gatherings for discussion. Apart 
from the effort of a scribe who made hand-written notes of the sessions, audio recordings 
of the sessions were made (with the consciousness and full consent of discussants). 
Transcription for the purpose of detailing was thereafter done. Participants were properly 
briefed, and a closed WhatsApp group was created to keep the participants updated with 




WhatsApp platform. This group was later dissolved after fulfilling the purpose of its 
creation.  
Participants were engaged in a free and friendly environment that allowed free 
flow of hearty discussions. Group 1 had eleven (11) participants while group 2 had nine 
(9) in attendance on their different set dates. 
Interviews 
Some selected parents and church leaders constituted the category of 
interviewees. The main criterion for their selection was that they were either directly 
affected by the migration of their own children, or they have observed with concern the 
migration of the youths and young adults from under their church leadership. 
Document (Artefact) Analysis 
  Useful information and data directly related to this research was obtained 
primarily from the Campus Pearl magazine published by the Deeper Life Church. This 
magazine is a specialized periodic print publication for the campus community. Online 
website posts and broadcasts were equally used. The online resources included video 
recordings of sermons by the General Superintendent from which relevant extracts were 
made for transcription and inclusion. 
  The instruments are researcher-designed, and the order of use of the instruments 
is as follows: 
1) Focus Group discussions 
2) Interviews 





Rationale for choosing these instruments: 
 Focus Groups.  The focus groups certainly provided the means of getting a 
convergence of people, some of whom the researcher had met and counseled with on 
one-to-one basis. The researcher was assured of enrichment from the exercise and the 
experience of gathering multiple perspectives at the same time.   
 Interviews.  Personal interaction ensures the verification of source of information 
and offers the chance of taking note of non-verbal expressions as well. This format was 
especially more appropriate in relating to the older generation (parents and church 
leadership) who were not easily disposed to filling out a strictly formalized questionnaire. 
 Document Analysis.  The church’s public documents in print and online formats 
are a reliable archive of the records of programs and activities with easy accessibility. 
  The questions put together in the questionnaires are essentially open-ended 
questions and qualitative in nature. The questions ranged from personal experiences, 
feelings, opinions, and suggestions on what had been done in their church settings to 
what can be done by individual parties affected, their families, and the church at large. 
  A collection of the feedback and data as documented and interpreted is presented 
in greater detail in chapter four. 
Reliability and Validity of Project Design 
         The reliability of the tools was carefully selected vis-à-vis some other available 
options to result in real and reliable predictions. The input of content of a combination of 
instruments gives relevant output. 
Focus Groups. With the agreement of confidentiality that was assured, 




The interactivity helped to give depth and wider breadth to the scope of matters through 
mutual promptings in such a setting. 
Interviews.  Because direct opinions and ideas from the mouths of respondents 
are more personally expressive and reflective of their independent persuasions, an 
accurate depiction of what was being investigated and evaluated was given. 
Documents. The information gleaned from the materials did not require 
individual defense or denial of the hard facts. The unedited information contained in all 
the materials were without ambiguity. They were self-evident and self-explanatory. They 
were more carefully studied and analyzed with objectivity and thereafter categorized for 
presentation. 
Research Question #1—Why are youths from churches of the Deeper Life 
Church denomination in university settings leaving the church? (Qualitative – 
“Youth Feedback Questionnaire”—YOUQ).  The most appropriate instrument would 
directly allow for multiple perspectives on this question. Engaging the youths who are 
directly affected by the situation under investigation by creating a platform whereupon 
they can clearly communicate their feelings and get their voices heard and hopefully 
heeded was deemed best. The researcher-designed questionnaire was employed in the 
focus group to prompt and promote freer forms of discussions among the discussants who 
shared a commonality of the circumstances.  
Research Question #2—What are churches of the Deeper Life Church 
denomination in university settings doing to prevent the departure of youth from 
the church. (Qualitative – Church Activity Questionnaire—CAQ). This question relates 




church’s publications were sourced to address this aspect; the Campus Pearl magazine 
was an especially good resource from the university campus church setting. 
Research Question #3—What more can be done to prevent youth from churches of the 
Deeper Life Church denomination in university settings from leaving the church? (Primarily, Church 
Activity Questionnaire—CAQ and secondarily “Youth Feedback Questionnaire”—YOUQ). Participation 
and feedback on this aspect came from both the youths and the parents/church leadership. 
These participants responded to a set of questions and their submissions were in the form 
of observations, convictions, and suggestions for action. These responses were collated 
and duly categorized to see both similarities and dissimilarities. 
  A possibility exists that someone else could repeat this research and discover the 
same things. In every context all over the modern world, universities exist with the 
teeming population of youths who study there being within the age range that has been 
focused for research in this project. According to The Global Youth Development Index, 
“The world’s youth population is at an all-time high, at 1.8 billion people aged 15 to 29” 
(Commonwealth).   
In the same vein, the migration of youths in university settings from their home 
churches is a global phenomenon. This phenomenon has been identified and presented in 
readings and reports in the literature review. A typical university campus setting offers a 
field for any researcher on this subject with such a target group of people. Once the 
parameters for their identification have been set, finding and following the process 
presented herein should be easy.  
The only odds for the exact repetition of this research might be the contextual 
peculiarities and differences of the university campus in question. Both the campus 




count as variable factors. The steps taken in this project can provide a guide to similar 
research in any context that has an on-site university campus location where people 
study. 
Data Collection 
This is a pre-intervention qualitative research, and the stated instrumentation was 
carefully employed to investigate and evaluate this research project topic. Data collation 
was done both manually and with computer. This collation was to compare and 
categorize the observations and feedback from participants’ responses from the sessions 
and documentations for proper reporting. 
The focus group discussions were held two days apart in the two different campus 
locations. The two groups had a combined total number of twenty (20) consented 
participants. Eleven for Group 1 while Group 2 had nine persons in attendance. Having 
the need to equally study the participants, priority was given to making keen observations 
and note taking on the general ambience and the responses of the participants in sharing 
their personal experiences and offering their useful perspectives. The hand-written notes 
on the proceedings of discussions were collected, collated, and typed out. Also, the 
recorded live sessions in mp3 audio format were painstakingly played and replayed for 
transcription. 
The interviews for parents and pastors were in both semi-structured and 
unstructured forms. Reliance of documentation was also done through personal, 
handwritten notes and audio recording. These notes and recordings were collated and 




Document (artefact) analysis was done by getting a good number of official 
publications of the campus arm of the Church for use. Reflections on youth and young 
adults as a specialized part of the church were identified, categorized, and analyzed. 
Emerging categories and themes were sorted, and deductions were made from the 
church’s attention and communication on the platform of the campus outreach arm of the 
ministry. The concepts and contents bore the approval of the G.S as every edition of the 
Campus Pearl magazine was vetted by him before publication. 
Data Analysis 
Transcripts from interviews were collated and observable recurring themes and 
patterns from answers as responses to the questions were set in categories for analysis. 
The purpose of study as well as the study’s theoretical framework formed the basis for 
the categories. Comparisons were made and similarities and differences in answers that 
show shared experiences of the respondents were set in line for common treatments. 
Interview transcripts were coded by group classifications of “Parent/Pastor.” Interviewees 
were identified as PP1, PP2, PP3… etc. The two focus groups were designated “Focus 1 
and Focus 2” with participants of Focus 1 identified by numerals from one through 
eleven (e.g., f-1, f-2, f-3. . . etc) while participants of Focus 2 were identified by letters 
from A-H (i.e., f-A, f-B, f-C. . . etc). Recorded audio sessions were done using the 
premium recording application of the Samsung Galaxy Tab s6 Lite set on high quality.  
Noticeable similarities and dissimilarities were considered in building associated 
sequences and patterns. These were categorized accordingly and interpreted to deduce 
meanings that provided guidance in seeing the big picture. This task also helped furnish 





EVIDENCE FOR THE PROJECT 
Overview of the Chapter 
Departure of youths from the Deeper Life Bible Church denomination is over 
time becoming a commonplace experience, and, consequently, a pressing problem that 
needed to be researched and hopefully resolved. The purpose of this study was to 
investigate contributing factors behind the departure of youth from churches of the 
Deeper Life Church denomination in university settings and propose methods for 
reversing that trend.  
This chapter describes the volunteers who participated in the study, and also 
shares the qualitative data collected from the focus group sessions, the interviews and the 
artefacts obtained from selected platforms of the Church’s online, and print publications. 
Finally, this chapter identifies major findings gathered from the data.  
Participants 
Participants for the focus group sessions were a mixture of male and female young adults 
whose individual experiences form a common connective narrative of having made their 
departure (in part or in whole) from the Deeper Life Bible Church.   
Two locations, as earlier proposed, were used. The University of Lagos location 
had a total of eleven participants, comprising of five females and six males. The Lagos 
State University on the other hand had in attendance nine persons made up of three 






Focus Group Participants 
Ninety-eight percent of the participants have completed their undergraduate 
studies at the University while 85 percent are already through with the mandatory one 
year of National Youth Service Corps (NYSC) scheme. At the time of the meetings, three 
of them still awaited their call-up and posting letters for the next batch of deployment to 
serve in different parts of the country under the NYSC (National Youth Service Corps). 
Seventeen percent are presently on their postgraduate programs in various universities.  
Generally, with a combination of participants from the two locations, eight (8) of 
them are presently engaged with one form of work or the other, including entrepreneurial 
vocations. Few others are still applicants awaiting their sought-for employment in both 



















SEX   
FEMALE 9 45% 
MALE 11 55% 
AGE- RANGE   
18-24 6 30% 
25-29 11 55% 
30-34 3 15% 
LEVEL OF EDUCATION    
DIPLOMA 2 10% 
BACHELOR'S DEGREE 15 75% 
MASTER’S DEGREE 3 15% 
MARITAL STATUS    
SINGLE 15 75% 
MARRIED  5 15% 
WORK ENGAGEMENTS    
STUDENT  1 5% 
EMPLOYABILITY  19 95% 
Table 4.1 – Participants’ Demographics (Focus Groups) 
 
Interview Participants—Parents and Church Leaders 
A total of number of nine adults were engaged as individual volunteer participants 
in this study. Due to difficulties encountered and the consequent inability to reach some 
of the participants physically both because of long distance and the need for observance 
of COVID 19 protocol, the interview questions were sent to three (3) of the participants. 
All three are Pastors. One had Pastoral duties among the youth corps members during his 




aspect of his ministry during this one year allowed him to do evangelistic and follow-
up/discipleship outreaches to both young and old people a norm, his primary audience 
nonetheless remained young adults.  
The other two ministers are engaged in regular ministerial duties to typical church 
congregations of predominant adult populaces. However, being relatively younger 
(between ages of forty to forty-five) than the elderly ministers, they are more intentional 




SEX   
FEMALE 2 22.22% 
MALE 7 77.78% 
AGE- RANGE   
30 - 40 2 22.2% 
40 - 50 4 44.4% 
50 - above 3 33.3% 
LEVEL OF EDUCATION   
DIPLOMA 2 22.2% 
BACHELOR'S DEGREE 2 22.2% 
MASTER’S DEGREE 3 33.3% 
DOCTORAL DEGREE 2 22.2% 
MARITAL STATUS   
SINGLE 1 11.1% 
MARRIED 8 88.8% 






Research Question #1:  Description of Evidence 
 
Research Question #1—Why are youths from churches of the Deeper Life 
Church denomination in university settings leaving the church? (Qualitative – 
“Youth Forum Questionnaire”—YOUQ. The instrument primarily employed for 
getting direct responses to answer this research question was the Youth Forum 
Questionnaire (YOUQ). The Youth Forum Questionnaire was employed as a guide for 
the physical face-to-face group discussions. A set of ten questions were used as 
prompters to facilitate the interactive sessions in which participation by all was very 
lively. All participants expressed satisfaction and were grateful for the privilege of being 
invited.  
Question #1 (YOUQ)—For how long have you been/were you attending Deeper Life 
Bible Church?  
For the eleven participants in Group/Location 1, responses ranged from fourteen 
years to twenty-five years. In Group/Location 2, comprising of nine participants, the 
lengths of stay in the church are indicated in the range of eighteen years to thirty years. 
Obviously, the participants in Group 2 are on the mean older than those in group one.  
Some of these participants have been in the Deeper Life Church as long as their 
natural birth dates. Most of them were born by parents who are members and, in many 
cases, leaders. These participants were brought up from babyhood and grew through the 






Question #2 (YOUQ)—What would you state as personal reason(s) for leaving 
Deeper Life Church on getting to university? What were your “Push-offs”?  
In both sessions at the two locations, this question triggered a lot of reactions as 
participants made unreserved contributions and shared their personal experiences. Others 
drew true life references of events they witnessed happening within their own families, 
friends, and fellows in Church. Being group discussions, the trigger effect was naturally 
present as the response of a participant stirred others’ contributions. 
• Participant f-E exclaimed “I left because I did not see and receive life from the 
pulpit.” 
• For leaving the church, Participant f-4 says, “hypocrisy has eaten deep into the 
fabric of the church. The church paints a perfect image of itself, which is not truly 
so. Many of the church members lack the genuine experience of salvation and 
sanctification so they make up with appearances.” 
• Participant f-1 in Location 1 submitted: “I left because of the hypocrisy, 
prayerlessness, and doctrines that had no foundation for practice in the 
scriptures... I saw lack of fire and real depth in God. As a matter of fact, I left 
Deeper Life to go in search of God, because I could no longer see him in there!” 
• Participant f-2 said, “I left while in my 200 level on campus to go join a non- 
denominational fellowship. I left because I was just being fed on the same thing. 
Nothing was new or extra-ordinary, nothing was done differently. We were just 
attending church for meetings with no impact, and I realized I was just going to 




• Participant f-4 believes that “the church has deviated far from its core convictions 
and gone against the standard they once upheld.” 
• Participant f-8 says, “The ambience in the church is not fitting at all for the 
youth...not compliant to contemporary church settings...this affects my absorption 
of the message.”  
• f-8 and f-1 (with all others lending their assent) stated a restriction of the move of 
the Holy Spirit in Deeper Life exists. 
• Participant f-D complained about incompetence of the preachers, saying: 
“They just follow the outline as it is given from the headquarters and many read 
from the paper without any application to us hearers.  
• Participant f-9 stated “I see lifeless rigidity from pulpits - preachers strictly 
sticking to ‘following the message outline.’ The letter kills as the Spirit is 
disallowed to give life in Deeper Life.” 
From some of the input, the young ones found a way of devising means of 
outsmarting their parents and church leaders such that their physical presence in the local 
Church notwithstanding as they were disconnected from truly being there. They 
confessed to sneaking out of their church during the service to go elsewhere and attend 
other churches! The youth played this truancy with such smartness while still under the 
watch of parents who never noticed their departure from the youth seat section. The 
youth went to church with the parents and returned with them. One told of a group of 
friends who regularly left from Deeper Life headquarters church to attend another 
church’s one hour service in between the beginning and end of Deeper Life’s service. 




before the General Superintendent’s predictable “point three” in his typical expository 
sermon delivery style, and they joined in the closing prayers! 
• Participant f-9 affirmed, “I left mentally before leaving physically, I would come 
to church and after singing with the choir, I would leave Deeper Life to attend 
another church elsewhere and return to close and return home with my parents.” 
• Participant f-10 confessed, “for months, I listened to another message from 
another preacher in another church, while quietly seated during services right 
inside Deeper Life... I went to church because I had to be there to mark 
attendance.” 
• Participant f-H stated, “As a Physicist, I see that Deeper Life Church operates an 
isolated system, as against the open system, or even the closed system. The 
church was never an open system. It started as a closed system and has now 
become an isolated system, where there is only exchange of energy within, no 
mass to the outside. We mobilize ourselves to go and bring others to our church, 
but we are warned never to go and attend their own church. We play ‘holier-than-
thou’” 
• Participant f-10 shared, “The structure of the church is committed to cloning. All 
the members are expected to do and say and look only like the leader.”  
• Participant f-1 says, “The youths who are zealous and burning for God are seen as 
carriers of ‘strange fire’ and harassed.” 





• Participant f-7 commented that, “atrocities are committed and buried in the 
church.”  
• Participant f-1 said, “I see hypocrisy and double-standard living. Some pastors 
still beat their wives and threaten them never to report to the church to avoid 
church discipline.” 
• Participant f-8 detailed the following:  
1) “There is a problem with the “MC” (Marriage Committee). They make 
people’s passage through their process too difficult by imposed human laws.  
2) The church puts too much focus and judgment based on outward appearance. 
3) There is also the problem of leadership transition. We see no succession plan. 
4) There is also the abuse of power, the politics in the church is worse than the 
one in the world out there. 
5) Attending church is not filling enough for me. What I usually do is I connect 
online to be part of the morning service in another church before coming to 
Deeper Life. 
6) The church merely teaches about the gifts of the Holy Spirit as a doctrine but 
does not permit the operations. The church is against the free manifestation of 
the gifts.”  
One lamented that “it is very wrong to insist that our praying or singing must be 
done in ‘Deeper Life way’. Are we supposed to serve and worship God by biblical 
standard or denominational orders? Many Spirit-led prayer meetings have been disrupted 
and disbanded because they are not done according prescribed traditional ways of 




Reactions and responses as direct personal feedbacks to research Question 2 
came from the interviews conducted with pastors and parents. The designed instrument 
was the Church Activity Questionnaire (CAQ). The Church Activity Questionnaire was 
primarily directed at hearing from the pastors who, as custodians of the church’s policies 
and practices, are expected to lead the Bible Church on the basis of Christ’s precepts as 
directed by the Bible. Since the question was embedded in the same set of interview 
questions used for both categories, every participant gave responses based on their 
different levels of knowledge on what the church is doing to address the problem under 
study. 
Unlike the observation during the focus group discussions where a participant’s 
answer in response to a prompted guide question naturally (consciously or 
unconsciously) stirred the reactions and contributions of others, the engagements with the 
parents and pastors were personal, without the input of ideas generated by any other 
person present. Their opinions and submissions were without any influence of another 
person’s verbal or non-verbal communications. 
The study sought to find out whether the decision of the youth to migrate from the 
church is done with the awareness of the parents. This question was reflected in both 
instruments that involved personal contacts and feedback responses. The desired 
responses were gathered through Questions 3 and 4 in the focus group discussion with the 
youth in the “Youth Questionnaire”(YOUQ) while parents and pastors addressed this 
concern through Question 1 in the “Church Activity Questionnaire” (CAQ). 
Questions #3 and #4 (YOUQ) — Parent(s) awareness and reaction(s) to youth 




This question on the YOUQ clearly sought to know from the migrated youths and 
young adults whether by direct “Yes” or “No” if their parent(s) are aware of their 
decision to stop attending Deeper Life Bible Church.  If “Yes” the question asked what 







Disposition / Reaction 
 
1 f-1 Mom, Yes.  
Dad, No 
They see some signs of my wanting to leave, but they insist I stay in 
Deeper Life until I am married. 
2 f-2 Yes indifferent. 
3 f-3 Yes not consenting 
4 f-4  I came from a Muslim home, so they don’t care, about my change of 
church denomination 
5 f-5 Yes Sad 
6 f-6 Yes mom is sad and dad is indifferent 
7 f-7 Yes mom sad; dad indifferent. 
8 f-8 No she does not want me to leave 
9 f-9 Yes not too happy 
10 f-10 Yes vehemently resistant at first then partially agreed but now in concession 
11 f-11 Yes cool, but sometimes unhappy. 
 




Code Awareness Disposition / Reaction 
1 f-A Not 
Applicable 
Both parents are dead, and can neither say “Yes or No” 
2 f-B Yes Sad 
3 f-C Yes indifferent 
4 f-D Yes Very Sad 
5 f-E Yes Indifferent 
6 f-F Not Aware  
7 f-G Not Aware  
8 f-H Yes Happy 
9 f-I Yes Happy. My parents want the best for me. They love the spiritual growth 






Table 4.4 – Parental Awareness and Reaction to Youth Migration (Focus Group 2) 
 
Question #5 (YOUQ) —was mostly responded to in line with earlier Question #2 
 
Question #6 (YOUQ) —On a scale of 1-5, rate Deeper Life in their accommodation 
of youths 
 Code  














1 f-1  x     
2 f-2  x     
3 f-3  x     
4 f-4 x      
5 f-5 x      
6 f-6 x      
7 f-7 x      
8 f-8 x      
9 f-9 x      
10 f-10 x      
11 f-11 x      
 
12 f-A  x     
13 f-B  x     
14 f-C  x     
15 f-D  x     
16 f-E  x     
17 f-F  x     
18 f-G  x     
19 f-H  x     
20 f-I  x     
 
Table 4.5 – Rating of Church accommodation of Youths (Focus Groups 1 and 2) 
 
The rating on the questionnaire is presented from 1 to 5. Most participants 
responded to the options in this question by insisting that an extra column be created to 




and five (5) is ‘very high,’ zero would more accurately represent ‘NO.’ for them. This 
happened in both locations. The researcher consented to their requests. Observing that the 
rating from Group 1 (UNILAG) dropped from the first three respondents (i.e., 
participants f-1 to f-3) who indicated “1” others (seven of them) from f-4 to f-11 all said 
“0” (zero). 
This sharp, flat-down rating direction was a socking feedback. The researcher 
asked if the choices of participants f-5 to f-11 were influenced by Participant f-4’s option 
which seemed to be tagged along by others and “trailed” thereafter. They all assured that 
they were each convinced of their own independent ratings. This trend was also observed 
in Group 2 (LASU) where all the nine participants responded with a flat rating of “1.” 
Question #7 (YOUQ) 
Generally, no one admitted to being influenced by friends in other churches and 
fellowships into changing from Deeper Life, their home church denomination. The youth 
took responsibility of the decision based on personal experiences and the push-offs.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
Question #8 (YOUQ)—Do you feel that your needs /expectations are now being met 
in your new Church / fellowship? (The following was added to this question: “to what 
percentage would you rate this?”) 
 Code      
  YES NO Not Quite % Rating Comments 
1 f-A x   70  
2 f-B   x 55  
3 f-C x   70  
4 f-D x   80  
5 f-E x   70  
6 f-F x   60  
7 f-G x   70  
8 f-H x   70  
9 f-I x   90  
 





 Code      





1 f-1 x     
2 f-2   x  I get more from listening to various other ministers, I don’t 
think one single church can give me the whole meal I need. 
3 f-3 x     
4 f-4    50 For 3 years I went to several churches, so I will say 50% 
now. I saw love and career people there, but the tangibility 
of the spiritual living is still missing. The core of the word 
and the manifestation of the gifts of the Spirit is still 
missing. My standard is the standard of the early church.  
5 f-5      
6 f-6   x  I have been hurt in the church, although I enjoy fellowship 
where I am, but I still have trust issues. 
7 f-7 x     
8 f-8   x   
9 f-9    x  
10 f-10     
50 
Generally, the Nigerian Church is sick, so I would say 50%. 
I was on 0% in Deeper Life I sought for God and left there 
to find him. All my Christian experiences were found 
outside the deeper Life church setting. 
11 f-11 x    In Deeper Life, I had questions that were either shut up in 
me or not answered at all. I enjoy fellowship but there is 
still this dissatisfaction in me. 
 
Table 4.7 – Youths Expectations and Satisfaction Feedback (Focus Group 1) 
 
Notably, the participants in focus group 1 (UNILAG) responded with more 
general comments and explanations rather than with specific percentages as group 2 
(LASU) gave. 
Research Question #2: Description of Evidence 
What are churches of the Deeper Life Church denomination in university settings doing 
to prevent the departure of youth from the church? An awareness (by the older generation 
of pastors and parents) of the problem of migration by the youth and young adults from 




requesting their perspectives and prescriptions for measures for prevention of the 
undesirable trend. 
Question #1 (CAQ) 
Question 1 was, therefore, strategically placed to verify agreement on the 
awareness of the departure as the basis for any further discussion on the subject. All 
interviewees as individuals gave a uniform “Yes, I am aware” to this question though 
some with sighs, frowns, and other expressions of non-verbal indication expressing 
sadness over the reality that they have personally become increasingly aware over the 
years. 
Question 2 (CAQ)—What do you think are the reasons why they are leaving Deeper 
Life, the Church of their parents?   
Question 2 sought to find from the individuals interviewed what the reasons for 
youth migration are, from their personal experiences and observations. 
• With a deep sigh, and groan…” Interviewee PP-1 who is a parent and pastor said 
“There are a number of reasons - They feel they are tired of hearing the same 
things over and over, every time. These are young people with a lot of energy, and 
they want something more exciting, more challenging, and dynamic. They want 
what they can connect and relate with that is different from what they have been 
used to from childhood. They want more than just the 3 main points we give in 
the message. But they are exposed to popular trends online. They want some 
things more engaging. They feel disconnected with the conservatism, non-




exposure to the new media has compounded the problem. They listen to different 
kinds of music and preachers from different places.” 
• PP-6, a youth pastor from another state in the country wrote: “Amongst many 
other reasons, I’ll say: 
1) Many do not feel welcomed/accepted by the system any longer. 
Unfortunately, other systems, fellowships, and new generational 
assemblies/ministries have carved a niche for them where they feel so 
included and highly welcomed. 
2) Several questions are on the mind of these young ones to which no 
elder/leader has been able to reasonably provide answers without sentiments 
and resentments.  
3) Leadership/Mentorship seems to be at arms-length which many youngsters 
consider inappropriate. On the other hand, their run-to substitutes have the 
mentorship flair in tons.” 
• PP-5 is a pastor in town, who as a parent (father) has a first-hand experience of 
having had two of his three children migrate from Deeper Life while on campus.  
1) “First, they are leaving for lack of understanding of the position of the Bible.  
2) There is not enough dialogue that is seeking to understand the youths better; 
there is a missing link between the adults and the youth.  
3) Most of the Church programs are tailored towards addressing the problem of 
the adult rather than the youth. And some of them leave because Deeper Life 
church does not adopt some of the practices that excite them like beating of 




• PP-3, a mother and one involved in the leadership of the campus ministry, has 
personally experienced the departure of her own biological son from the Deeper 
Life Church and she laments the situation. To her, the followings are reasons why 
the migration of youths and young adults is a strong, sad matter being grappled 
with.  
1) “Many of them are not born again, and they lack real biblical convictions. 
2) Many of them are being manipulated by the devil who influences them to 
misinterpret their situations and suggest those issues as good grounds for them to 
leave the church of their parents. 
3) Exposure to erroneous doctrines from other ministers who are dynamic, and 
sweet-tongued and having huge influence on the youth generation.  
4) Absence of modern worship and dancing styles which they seriously crave. 
She, however, pointed out the followings as being the fault of some other parents 
as reasons for the migration. ‘Parents are not having good time for their children, 
so we are losing them. They have issues with which they secretly struggle, and 
they break down trying to cope alone because we are far from them.’” 
• This point was also corroborated both by PP-7 and PP-9 that “parents are not at 
home!” Incidentally, PP-9 is a mother and minister who stressed further that “the 
activities of the church are too time-consuming, and parents hardly have enough 
time to stay at home with their children.” 
• PP-2 is a Pastor, and he has this to say, “Our youths who are migrating from the 
Church see the double living of some mentors. The activities in church are often 




social media has expanded their options unlike how it used to be with us in the 
1980s and early 1990s.” 
• PP-7 is Pastor involved in youth work over a region in a neighboring state to 
Lagos. In his words, “the reasons are many but a few of the are: 
1. Most youths do not have real examples of the victorious Christian life in their 
parents or others in the church.  
2. The young ones who are hungry for God find no satisfaction in many of our 
church activities, so they look elsewhere. 
3. We are encouraged to discover our God-given gifts but when these youths 
discover their gifts, they are discouraged, debarred, and disciplined for using 
them.” 
• PP-8 is a Pastor in town, whose meetings attract many youths and young adults. 
According to him, youths are leaving Deeper Life due to the fact that: 
1. “There is a lack of belief by many adults in the abilities of the youths. 
2. They have the “prison mentality” which makes them feel caged and unable to 
express themselves in the church. 
3. Ministers do not often prepare properly for church services and the young people 
come to service without getting as much value.” 
Question #3 (CAQ)—What in your opinion best describes this youth generation?  
• Question 3 sought to know the perspectives of the older generation in church, and 
how the youths and young adults are perceived.  The following inputs are 
personal, pastoral, and parental perspectives of the migrating youths.PP-1—




have what is more, and more exciting…They will question and query your 
decisions and directives because they must be convinced before they comply. 
They will not just accept what you tell and direct them to do just because you are 
an authority figure, parent, pastor, or whatever. I do not see this as rebellion, but 
an expression of their inquisitive, probing nature. This generation is exposed to 
overload of information and influences that they are contending and wrestling 
with...honestly, I sympathize with this generation.” 
• PP-2—“They are easily distracted with too much noise; They are generally 
untended by the predecessor generation, and they are confused as to the real 
meaning of life.” 
• PP-3 gives a number of reasons from her point of view: 
1) “They lack proper understanding of life. 
2) They are over-ambitious for quick money and success. 
3) They are exposed through being too adventurous and inquisitive. 
4) They are generally disrespectful to elders. 
5) They tend to be proud and indisposed to correction.” 
• PP-4 plainly stated, “Things have changed from how it used to be in our own 
time. This is the information and digital age, and these young ones know more 
and see more but the challenge is that they are not able to process the information 
properly within the context of the scripture. They just take things hook, line and 




• PP-5—“There is not enough dialogue. Most of us as parents and leaders are not 
seeking to understand them better, there is a missing link between the adults and 
the youth.”  
• PP-6 directly stated, “Youths of this generation are explorative and striving to 
truly find their space for visible manifestation. Many don’t want to fill spaces and 
just increase numbers but to have a significant part in what they have signed up 
for. In other words, they want appreciable value for their time and resources. 
Also, I consider the youths of this generation as very inquisitive and unreserved 
about their opinion, perspectives, and beliefs; they easily express their 
dissatisfaction and register their stance without pretense.” 
• PP-7 hissing and shaking his head, he said: “Oh, I see generation of Youths that is  
hungry for more of God!” 
• PP-8—“They are very exposed, and ready to act now!” 
Question #4 (CAQ) 
The impact of the migration on the Deeper Life church is the direct focus of 
question 4 and the respondents were parents and pastors in different capacities. 
• Interviewee PP1—“Well, leaders are concerned and worried because these are 
potential LOSS of future leaders who are leaving the church. They church has 
invested in them, but now they are leaving to use the profits of those investments 
for the benefit of other churches, as well as paying their tithes into those other 
places. 





• PP3—“Obviously, the church is losing this generation. And I am afraid that the 
future of this church is bleak because this category of people who should be 
upcoming leaders are exiting.” 
• PP4—“There is Population reduction.”  
• PP5— “Just like in Nation building such as in Church building, migration doesn’t 
resolve problems. The migration would have a negative impact on the future 
leadership of the Church.” 
• PP6—“The consequence of the youth’s migration on the church is the loss of a  
Generation; an age group is missing! Its ripple effect is enormous.  
• PP7—“This trend can eventually grind the church to a halt because the strength of 
the Church is being lost.” 
• PP8 states— 
1) “Aging, reducing workforce and leadership group in the church. 
2) Loss of the church’s investment in our youths. 
3) Loss of passion for the work from youth leaders who work hard but still lose 
them.” 
The Focus Group discussants have left Deeper Life within the average space of 
one to eight years. In question 8, the issue of whether or not each one feels that their 
needs /expectations are now being met in their new Churches/fellowship groups was 
addressed.     
What would you like to see the Deeper Life Church do differently?  
This question was to the focus group discussions of migrant young adults. For their 




stop this occurrence and possibly reverse the trend? What should be the role of parents and 
church leaders in helping to reverse this trend?” 
• PP1 – “This is a serious question! 
1) First, we must realize that we are dealing with a different set of people, so we can 
break away from our own old confines. 
2) We must study them and know about them by reading well to know their world.  
3) We must organize customised programs that will appeal to them, without 
changing and compromising the Bible doctrines.  
4) We have to deliberately reach out to them in love. Not to cast them off as 
backsliders. Wherever they are we must still show interest in their progress, 
families. 
5) The church should check up on them and organize special programs targeted 
towards catering for them.” 
• PP2—“We as their parents and pastors need personal revival. We must 
understand that God’s move is dynamic in every generation, though his word 
remains the same. We should guide the young to discover the truth safely, not 
assume that the multitude of activities and messages would replace personal 
encounter.” 
PP7—“Bring back the Ministry of Aquila and Priscilla into the Church by building 
the central work of intentional commitment to discipleship. 
”Do you hope that someday the youths and young adults who have already left the 
Deeper Life Church can be sought and brought back?  




  YES NO NOT 
NEEDED 
Comments 
1 PP-1 x 
 
  Yes, by God’s grace I believe we can recover them. 
I believe the word of God will still bring them back. 
The teaching in Church will always be helpful to 
guard us against compromise in sin. 
Although the truth is that not all of them will come 
back. But it will be good if other places that some 
will remain in will preach the sound word of God to 
them, they will be preserved to serve God. 
2 PP-2   x As the church of Christ, I expect that Deeper life 
youths would gain personal encounters that would 
help them make greater impact wherever they are 
scattered. The body of Christ needs some virtues and 
dimensions released through deeper life. Rather than 
seeking their return, I think we should create platforms 
for deeper life people to become the salt and light 
which God raised the ministry to be from inception 
 
3 PP-3 x   Yes, by God’s grace I believe we can recover them. 
4 PP-4 x   Yes. 
5 PP-5 x   Yes. 
6 PP-6  x  Argh! No. I don’t think so! 
7 PP-7 x    
8 PP-8  x  I doubt it. They will all find their places and blend in. 
9 PP-9 x    
 
Table 4.8 – Pastoral / Parental Expectations for Migrant Youths’ Return 
 
While the majority of the pastors and parents express hope for the possible return 
of the migrant youth generation, the disposition of the migrants is different. Below is the 
table showing the direct personal responses of the youths who participated in the two focus 
group discussions. The prompt question was: Would you consider returning to membership 









 Code     
  YES NO NOT 
SURE 
Comments 
1 f-1 x  
 
   
2 f-2  x   
3 f-3  x   
4 f-4  x   
5 f-5   x  
6 f-6  x   
7 f-7 x   If God tells me to 
8 f-8  x   
9 f-9   x Difficult to answer 
10 f-10  x  God is beyond church denomination 
11 f-11  x  I don’t think so 
 
12 f-A  x   
13 f-B   x Yes, because I still have an emotional tie, nut No, because I doubt if those 
changes will ever happen. 
14 f-C x   If these complaints are reviewed  
15 f-D  x  because I don’t think those things can be put in place. Besides, I believe some 
destinies are not just attached to the place. The movement is beyond the 
place. 
16 f-E   x  
17 f-F   x I will follow God’s instructions 
18 f-G x   If right changes are put in place, I will go back to minister to the youths. 
19 f-H  x  Deeper Life was just a building place for me, it was just to solidify my 
foundations.  
20 f-I  x   
 
Table 4.9 – Youths Reconsideration for Return Feedback (Focus Groups 1 and 2) 
 
Research Question #3:  Description of Evidence 
What more can be done to prevent youth from churches of the Deeper Life 
Church denomination in university settings from leaving the church?  
Direct feedbacks from pastors, who are more intimated with the Church plans, 
policies, and practices, was used in an attempt to answer this research question. This 
question was initially proposed to be addressed administering the Exit Prevention 
Questionnaire (EXPQ) in separate interviews for church Pastors alone. In the actual 
conduct of this research,  a separate questionnaire was no longer developed because the 




Activity Questionnaire” CAQ. Apart from the responses from Church Pastors, the 
instrument of artefacts (Campus Pearl) and online video recordings of live preaching 
sessions from the church founder was most helpful in getting to the heart of what the church 
can further do to prepare the youths on campus for progressive, productive living as well 
as preventing to some extent their departure from deeper life church. 
So, what more can be done to prevent youth from churches of the Deeper Life 
Church denomination in university settings from leaving the church?  
• PP1 responded:  
1) “The church, especially from the campus fellowship, must review our strategies 
and how we relate to these young ones. We cannot treat them the way we were 
treated and raised in the 1980’s. We cannot remain insensitive to their realities 
and plights. 
1) We are partly to blame for their forced migration because we have, over time 
overprotected them. As parents and leaders, we did not allow them to enjoy their 
childhood and get groomed by balanced exposure to what we fear as “bad” in life. 
These are experiences that should naturally help them develop strength of 
conviction and character through informed choices as they are able to weigh 
options with reference to what we have taught them. And as they get the exposure 
on campus and out there in the ‘bad’ world, the strange social culture shocks and 
shakes them away from the path.” 
• PP5—“Every parent has the responsibility of training the child, the first 
responsibility of parents is training their Children and make them know who God 




This submission agrees with the Biblical record wherein the Apostle Paul gives 
leadership (fatherly) exhortation to Timothy (his son in the faith) for personal 
continuation in same faith which was lived out in a transgenerational form.  
I have been reminded of your sincere faith, which first lived in your grandmother 
Lois and in your mother Eunice and, I am persuaded, now lives in you also...But 
as for you, continue in what you have learned and have firmly believed, knowing 
from whom you learned it and how from childhood you have been acquainted 
with the sacred writings which are able to instruct you for salvation through faith 
in Christ Jesus. (ISV, 2 Tim. 2.1-5; 3.14-15) 
• PP3 – Pastor in a deeper life church in town, submitted that: 
1) “Parents must learn to know and understand them. We must try to put ourselves in 
their situation and empathize with them.  
2) We must be more dynamic with the presentation of the gospel message to them 
and right applications must be made to give them sermons that they can relate 
with.” 
• PP4—“The leaders should not be resting, but still work harder because we are 
losing many strong youths who are supposed to take over the leadership of the 
church in the near future. Also, the church has to readjust in various areas.”  
• PP5—“Adults and Youths should dialogue so we won’t create an imbalance in the  
Church.” 
The campus community as a unique world is where the migration mostly takes 
place away from Deeper Life. While the Campus arm of the Deeper Life mother Church 




of those who come to campus with membership from home are being lost from the 
campus fellowship within the same community that was hoped to keep and build them. 
Church Provision for Group Needs through Specialized Ministries and Media. 
The Deeper Life Church is committed to ensuring that the different categories of 
young ones are well fed with good content that can help build Christian convictions and 
character. Much is being expended in manpower and materials in this regard to making 
the word of God easily available to them through the print media. There are online and 
print publications targeted at informing and forming Children, Youths and Young Adults, 
and Adults, including especially women.  
The instrument of artefact relevant for this specific youth and young adult group 
in this study is the publication known as the Campus Pearl magazine. The magazine’s 
header slogan is “The magazine for intellectuals.” A good quantity of relevant extracts 
from various past issues of the Campus Pearl magazine readily relate to this question of 
what the church can do further to prevent the migration of youth from the church in 
university settings. 
Develop Appropriate Solutions  
Develop Appropriate Solutions—People are confronted with different challenges 
of life on the campus. These range from spiritual to physical, material, marital, family, 
academic, career, social, economic, financial, and other seeming challenges.  There are 
ample opportunities to meet the intellectuals at the point of these challenges. Such time 






Properly Present the Genuine Christianity  
Things have changed. The academic world is sick with sin and true Christianity is 
hard to find. Christianity has been polluted and religious perversion is the order of the 
day. Many people are parading themselves as Christians, but their lives are devoid of 
Christ-like character. Some try to imitate Christian practices like preaching and speaking 
in tongues among others but inwardly they know no difference exists between their past 
and present. They do not have victory over sin despite their religious profession and 
fulsome exhibition. The reason for their helplessness is simple: without an encounter with 
Christ through the experience of salvation, inward and outward transformation cannot 
exist.  (DLCF.Born-Againism  2) 
As in the days of Christ on earth, the new birth experience, commonly referred to 
as “Born Again,” is still being misunderstood by many people. A lot of Pseudo-Christians 
use the title of “Born Again” in deceptive ways and still go with bold declaration that 
they are “Liberal Born Again.” This misconception and misapplication of the expression 
“Born Again” has long continued. To be Born Again in Jesus Christ’s terminology means 
to be regenerated and transformed. (DLCF Born-Againism 3,4) 
Advocate for Advancement of Unity 
Our relationship to God and one another (like parts of the body) brings Christians 
into true fellowship. Believers (brethren) relate or interact in unity, companionship, and 
friendliness to achieve the overall goal of the body to the glory of God. Togetherness is 
the key characteristic, and the essence is …That there be no schism in the body, but that 




comforted, being knit together in love… (1 Cor. 12.25, Col. 2.2). (DLCF Breaking the 
Fence 4) 
Uphold Usefulness through Fellowship 
Fellowship provides the divine platform for a Christian’s usefulness! A firm 
commitment to assimilation must exist. Simply admitting to needing others is not enough.  
(DLCF Breaking the Fence 11) 
Guide for Good, Godly Companionship 
Take time to choose your companions for they will either make or mar one’s life, 
career, ministry, and definitely one’s eternal destiny. Everyone needs God to make the 
right choices—study companions, career companions, marriage partner, and ministry 
companions. When Christians are in a good relationship with God and made righteous 
through the sacrifice of the Lord Jesus Christ, their steps (choices) shall be ordered by the 
Lord.  (DLCF Relational Bonding 2)  
The Campus world is a free world with complexities and socio-cultural activities 
where intellectuals crave for association and relationship. As a result of this yearning, 
some get involved with one club, social group or the other such as occultism, sorcery, 
witchcraft, immorality, necromancy, and various kinds of vices and ungodly practices. 
With all these, many lives have been badly battered, dreams have been sadly shattered, 
and some are confused, depressed, afflicted, hurt, and cheated, etc. (DLCF Relational 
Bonding 9) 
Win Others to Christ 
The soul winner must not be confrontational, castigating, contentious, callous or 




presenting the only Friend (Jesus Christ) whom the world needs. (DLCF Relational 
Bonding 9) 
Promote and Provoke Possibility Mentality 
These three expressions, I CAN, I WILL, and I MUST, are potent...This seems to 
be an area of difficulty for many people who aspire to be great. Champions and great 
achievers know how to deal with obstacles whether physical or psychological. Dealing 
with these obstacles entails having a mind-set that sees them as stepping-stones to 
success. (DLCF It’s in You!  6) 
Prioritize for Spiritual Intimacy 
When we replace our personal communion with the Lord with mere Christian 
activities, that service becomes unfruitful. Fruit bearing is a function of our abiding in 
Christ. Abiding involves close communion with Him. (DLCF It’s in You! 8) 
Train to cope with Digital Revolution 
Interestingly, the Church is being, and will continue to be, influenced greatly by 
Digital Revolution. The effects will be felt at all levels—by the worldwide church, 
including the mission field, national denominations, regional bodies, local congregations, 
and by individual ministers. Consequently, the effects will be felt by individual Christians 
and their families as they go on with their daily activities...Digital Revolution offers both 
promise and peril. A central proposition one embraces is that, as the Digital Revolution 
extends human capability and capacity, the revolution increases the human potential and 
proclivity for both good and evil. (DLCF Our Wired World 4) 
Admonish the Youths 




1) Do not accuse God like the servant in Christ's parable (Matt. 25.24). Whatever your 
present condition there is hope (1 Thess. 5.18). 
2) Do not condemn parents.  
3) Do not lose hope. Do not sink down into self-pity as this will paralyze your 
initiative and wrap you in perpetual hopelessness. “Cast not away therefore your 
confidence, which hath great recompense of reward” (Heb. 10.35). (DLCF Linked 
Up 8) 
Marriage is Legitimate; Address their Concerns  
Choosing the right marriage partner is the legitimate concern of many who are yet 
to say, “I do.” “...we maintained the principle of decency and modesty which paid off for 
us. We both read a lot of books and prepared ourselves spiritually. We did try also in our 
little way to make physical personal preparations... As marriage counselors, we want to 
say that when you are immature, you make unrealistic goals, and your attention would be 
on mundane things. So, don't go into marriage except you are matured!” (DLCF 
Relational Bonding 11,14) 
Kumuyi on Marriage Committee 
In addressing the problem of hindrances on marriages of marriageable adults in 
Deeper Life, the General Superintendent has on several occasions made such public 
denunciations as: “The Marriage committee is an institution, a creation that is peculiar to 
Deeper Life; it is not in the Bible but our own making. It is not in the Bible, but for 
administration. We raised up the Marriage Committee just to help our young people. If 
we find that that Marriage Committee is not helping us anymore but hindering us and 




Marriage Committee more than they fear God, we will knock off Marriage Committee.” 
(Kumuyi Remove Doctrines) 
“The Church in the Old Testament in transit through the wilderness did not have a 
Marriage Committee. They did not use philosophy and psychology, and history to set up 
a committee that would be hindering people from getting married. The marriages in 
Deeper Life are slower because we operate with stricter, firmer rules that are extra-
biblical. We create by ourselves conditions that are imposing barrenness on us. I pray that 
God will break all those bottlenecks in Jesus name…who brainwashed us that we do not 
show interest in marriages and children bearing?” (Kumuyi Marriage Committee) 
Summary of Major Findings 
Critical connection points to the parts of emerging themes and patterns were 
found and were summarized into three (3) major matters which shall be further addressed 
in chapter 5. The major findings are: 
1. There is connection/communication gap between youth and parents/pastors. In 
most of the cases, the youths’ reasons for leaving the Deeper Life Church in 
university settings are based on experiences that were not expressed but endured 
through periods of staying under direct parental and pastoral leadership controls.  
2. Youths and young adults in the Deeper Life Church face restrictions from the 
church by the practice of rigid religious standards of traditions. 
3. There is an agreement by all respondents in this study for Deeper Life Church to 
make urgent, relevant changes that would help reverse the trend of migration by 





LEARNING REPORT FOR THE PROJECT 
 
Overview of the Chapter 
Departure of youths from their mother church is becoming more common. 
Naturally, this problem is worrisome as youths and young adults reject the fixed forms of 
the faith of their parents and move on to embrace perspectives and practices that are 
considered different and deviant. The purpose of this study was to investigate 
contributing factors behind the departure of youth from churches of the Deeper Life 
Church denomination in university settings and propose methods for reversing that trend.  
This chapter identifies three major findings from the research project and explains 
how they align with the observations made in the course of this work. A presentation is 
made on the limitations of the research study as well as observations of unexpected 
events. Recommendations are also given for further study. 
Major Findings 
In answering the second and third research questions, the corporate structure of 
the Deeper Life Church is built around a flow of directives for activities that must come 
from the headquarters church. Hence, major policies and programs of every arm of the 
church must be presented for personal approval by the church founder (The G.S – 
General Superintendent) before they can be implemented.  
This approval process is important to note because the Deeper Life Church 
denomination in university settings do not at present carry out their operations and 
administration as independent, autonomous units of the mother church. This lack implies 




the initiative and directive from the headquarters church in town to which the campus 
churches and fellowship align their policies and practices. Therefore, while minimal 
adjustments might be made by the campus churches, the major adjustments and changes 
must come from the headquarters church. 
Major Finding #1: Youth-Parent Connection/Communication Gap and Unexpressed 
Experiences  
In the course of conducting this research, the fact that the youths had some issues 
that displeased them about the Deeper Life Church became evident, but they seldom 
spoke about those issues to their parents and pastors. They were silent about those 
matters. Sometimes the youth shared these feelings with their peers who offered no 
solution but rather compounded the agitations by adding their own similar experiences 
and feelings to affirm the shared displeasures.  
The reasons for bottling-in by the youths are attributed (because of non-education 
or miseducation about the youths) to two factors, namely: (1) Many parents were not 
available and/or approachable to hear out their children, especially because they have no 
friendship bonding that gives them the platform to freely unburden their hearts. (2) Many 
pastors and church leaders often regard and rebuke questioning by youths as “rebellion” 
and insubordination. The youth ought to never dare question the decisions and actions of 
the church leadership. I personally observed that the bottled (but boiling) disagreements 
sooner or later lead to disengagements. As Kinnaman also observed, “Sometimes 
disengagement happens in the late high school years or right after high school; in other 




The presence of Youth-Parent connection/communication gaps and the 
unexpressed experiences in the Deeper Life church is one of the factors that seem to 
make the young ones lose a sense of belonging and identity. Truth is, relationships 
naturally thrive on friendly connection and free communication. Expecting that the lack 
or loss of expression imposes a sense of relegation and rejection is common sense 
especially when a denial of freedom of being heard without preconceived notions and 
sentiment of the projected permanent rightness and superiority of adult ideologies exists.  
This problem seems to lead youths and young adults to a conclusion that if their 
voice would not be heard by the older generation, their faces equally would not be 
welcome. The younger generation receives a sense of being unloved and unwelcomed, 
thereby throwing some of them into what Erikson terms “identity crisis” (Erikson. 128).8   
Responding to the question of why he left Deeper Life, PP f-2 clearly affirmed, 
the voice of the youths is not recognized as we are considered to be suffering 
from youthful exuberance. PP f-1 – also said that “the church has the wrong 
notion that everything about ideas and communication must always flow from the 
top down, the youths are not allowed to air their views. We must simply stay 
silent and “just obey” because we know nothing. 
Many of the youths have lost the joy and blessedness of family belongingness 
(biological and Ecclesial). This loss of joy in the adventure of youth’s expression results 
from their being denied or decried. This finding agrees with the finding in earlier 
literature in which Chap and Dee Clark identified that the central adventure for the 
adolescent is to discover who they are as a person and then begin to assert his or herself 




 This phenomenon relates to the biblical and theological framework in the project 
through the attention given in scripture to the constant, commonplace communication that 
should exist between generations of youngsters and the elders. Naturally, parents should 
expect questions from their children on matters concerning the doctrines and deeds in the 
faith they are being directed to espouse. This questioning in no way suggests 
insubordination but is for the purpose of clarification that can build convictions. The 
characteristic nature of youths wants to be convinced before they commit. To therefore 
block and bluff them for the natural expression of their instinctive inquisitiveness is to 
halt and hurt them badly. 
 This study discovered, as it agrees with biblical, historical, and social contexts, 
that no new generation naturally embraces the precepts, practices, and patterns of the old 
generation without asking questions. God himself makes direct provision and platforms 
for such free communication for clarification on convictions to exist from generation to 
generation. The point is clear that parents and pastors owe the youths explanations and 
clarifications that will help their convictions and build their confidence and competence 
for the communication of their faith in God’s faithfulness to the world. 
“And when your children ask you, ‘What does this ceremony mean to 
you?’ 27 then tell them, ‘It is the Passover sacrifice to the LORD, who passed over the 
houses of the Israelites in Egypt and spared our homes when he struck down the 
Egyptians.’” Then the people bowed down and worshiped (Exod. 12.26-27). 
“In the future, when your son asks you, ‘what is the meaning of the stipulations, 




of Pharaoh in Egypt, but the LORD brought us out of Egypt with a mighty hand.’” (Deut. 
6.20-21). 
He said to the Israelites, “In the future when your descendants ask their parents, 
‘What do these stones mean?’” 22 tell them, “Israel crossed the Jordan on dry 
ground.’ 23 For the LORD your God dried up the Jordan before you until you had 
crossed over. The LORD your God did to the Jordan what he had done to the Red 
Sea when he dried it up before us until we had crossed over. 24 He did this so that 
all the peoples of the earth might know that the hand of the LORD is powerful and 
so that you might always fear the LORD your God.” (Josh. 4.21-24) 
This recommendation is not a fixed prescription primarily for the congregated 
people as a local church. This recommendation is rather an expression that should be 
built into the family life where parents and children freely and fully dialogue by 
intimation in all situations, locations, and positions. Wholesome communication and 
wholehearted conversations must remain the means of transfer of faith and values if they 
will be become transgenerational. 
18 Fix these words of mine in your hearts and minds; tie them as symbols on your 
hands and bind them on your foreheads. 19 Teach them to your children, talking 
about them when you sit at home and when you walk along the road, when you lie 
down and when you get up. 20 Write them on the doorframes of your houses and 
on your gates, 21 so that your days and the days of your children may be many in 
the land the LORD swore to give your ancestors, as many as the days that the 




And when the children raise their observations and or objections, they deserve parental 
and pastoral understanding with friendly response that will win their hearts and guide 
their paths. The perception by the youths of parental and pastoral prevention of 
participation in having a say in their own lives is one unnoticed way of their provocation. 
The continuity of faith needs be with connectivity through courtesy. “Fathers, do not 
provoke your children to anger, but bring them up in the discipline and instruction of the 
Lord” (Eph. 6.4). 
One thing that is suggested in this text that might hinder the effectiveness and 
fruitfulness of godly instruction is provocation of children by parents. This finding 
implies that faith in transit can thrive well when treatment is courteous and unpretentious. 
In other words, a courteous attitude by parents seems to make the attribute of faith a 
contagious one to attract and affect the children. The quality of faith gotten by Timothy 
through the influence of his mother and grandmother was a brand of “sincere” 
unpretentious faith, instilled both by self-exemplification and scriptural instruction (2 
Tim. 1.5) One needs to ascertain that the faith which the older generation practices and 
naturally desires to pass down is perceived and believed by their offspring as sincere and 
unpretentious. One way, among others, to communicate genuineness is openness to 
mutual communication in which the youths can freely express what they experience and 
expect to parents and pastors who take them as real friends and not rebellious foes. 
Major Finding #2—Restrictions of church traditions, and the push-offs for the 
youth generation. 
From the documented data and dialogues, the most critical points, among others, of 




how these restrictions affect two topmost issues: (1) Free Workings of The Spirit and (2) 
Fixed Human Standards for Weddings 
Naturally, every group of people typically has traditions. These traditions almost 
always evolve over time until they become fully formalized and institutionalized. 
Tradition essentially refers to the predictable patterns of practice which a people as 
system or society are committed to.  
A sense exists in which traditions must be taken and transmitted as the truth of 
scripture from generation to generation. When such traditions lack God’s clear 
recommendation in the Bible, the traditions must be taken with caution for adoption in 
contexts. Human tradition must never be equated with the revelation of God by which his 
people must be held accountable for compliance. 
On several occasions, Jesus confronted and corrected the misplacement of 
priorities for practices being enforced by the religious leaders of his day. 
So, the Pharisees and teachers of the law asked Jesus, “Why don't your disciples 
live according to the tradition of the elders instead of eating their food with 
'unclean' hands?” He replied, “Isaiah was right when he prophesied about you 
hypocrites; as it is written: ‘These people honor me with their lips, but their hearts 
are far from me. They worship me in vain; their teachings are but rules taught by 
men. You have let go of the commands of God and are holding on to the 
traditions of men.’” And he said to them: “You have a fine way of setting aside 
the commands of God in order to observe your own traditions!” (Mark 7.5-9) 
The Apostles Paul and Peter also warned against traditions in religion that threaten to 




through hollow and deceptive philosophy, which depends on human tradition and the 
basic principles of this world rather than on Christ” (Col. 2.8). “For you know that it was 
not with perishable things such as silver or gold that you were redeemed from the empty 
way of life handed down to you from your forefathers” (1 Pet. 1.18). 
Other points of restrictions exist, but these two restrictions are atop the list of 
push-offs by tradition for the youths from the Deeper Life Church. The youths are 
agitated over so much that is upheld as “Church Standard” by many on the matters of 
Christian dressing and Christian wedding. In both locations of the focus group 
discussions, all the young adults lamented that these church standards cannot be 
satisfactorily explained and sustained by the standards of the Bible. 
Most, if not all, of the young adult discussants of the focus groups, as well as a 
good number of the pastors and parents, identified the restrictions that the human 
traditions impose as a hindrance to the transition of the church into a level of realistic 
present growth that can result in fulfilling the essence of its futuristic existence.  
Difficulty exists for the majority in the church system to put a difference between 
the revelation of scripture and regulations from the system. The majority cannot 
differentiate between deeds cultivated to meet emergent, expedient needs and creeds 
created by God to direct life on a permanent basis. Very often, these deeds and church 
tradition which may be good and appropriate for the purpose of proper administration are 
being preached as creeds and doctrines to be strictly observed.  
The central bible verse that captures the good corporate essence of the Deeper 
Life church as strongly and steadfastly communicated to the people by the General 




earlier stated, two texts are of the Bible are upheld as bible-based mottos by the Church: 
(1) Hebrews 12.14 – “Follow peace with all men, and holiness, without which no man 
shall see the Lord” and (2) Jude 1.3b – “...earnestly contend for the faith which was once 
delivered unto the saints.” The problem comes with the latter text which presents “the 
faith” as a thing to be preserved through the believers’ contention against errors and 
heresies. “The faith” here clearly connotes the body of faith—the canon of scriptures—
once for all delivered by the Lord to his church. The contention of many people is for 
human forms and traditions rather than the faith which describes biblical Christianity to 
be upheld. Feedback from the youths show that they are disheartened that such terms 
from the older folks as “heady...worldly...rebellious, etc” as are often being used to 
describe them.  
The Deeper Life Bible Church denomination can be described as a Pentecostal 
Holiness system. The church has firm teachings on twenty-two doctrines of the Bible, 
and the ones bothering on the Holy Spirit and His gifts of grace clearly assures that the 
church does not buy into “cessationism” in general, which states that the dispensations 
and demonstrations of the gifts of the Holy Spirit are not for today's church but ceased 
when the apostles died. For instance, speaking in tongues is acknowledged as a sign of 
the experience of the baptism (infilling) of the Holy Spirit. In actual practice, speaking in 
tongues is frowned at and forbidden in actual occurrence in the church. The carefulness 
to avoid abuse of tongues, prophecy, and other gifts have tilted to the imbalance of 
silencing them altogether.  




Paul would hardly add this warning against forbidding tongues if forbidding 
tongues is actually what he wished to do! If Paul guards against too negative a 
view of tongues when he is correcting an abuse of the gift, how much less 
negative would he have been where no abuse existed? Paul is instead addressing 
the motive and public order. The public use of uninterpreted tongues is not helpful 
to the gathered church. Not only with regard to tongues but with regard to other 
gifts and practices as well... (Graves 157) 
For the Deeper Life Church, the conservatism of holiness movement orientation 
has truly been a tremendous help to see and secure the principles and practice of modesty 
in many areas of living. This viewpoint has been particularly relevant because of the 
various excesses that have pervaded Christendom today. 
However, an outright disallowance of the dispensations of the demonstrable 
presence and power of the Holy Spirit has not been helpful to make the high-energy, 
practical-seeking younger generation hopeful about the alignment of the church with the 
New Testament paradigms. This generation seeks reality beyond theory in all aspects of 
life. This generation is excited about the events in the Acts of Apostles, and they seek to 
experience that! The strict regulations on the operations and demonstrations of the Holy 
Spirit in the church leave the younger generation with confusion and consternation about 
the contradiction of practice against precepts. The teaching is clear, but the tempering is 
dire. The youths are all the more offended that in many situations prayer programs are 
stopped, and the ministers are placed on church discipline being accused of “spreading 
strange fire” because unconventional stirrings, sounds, and movements occur in the 




Although this text is preached, the reality of the text is prevented in most contexts. Some 
participants shared how some persons were forcefully carried out of the church hall by 
ushers for speaking in tongues or prophesying, not necessarily because they disrupted a 
preacher, but rather that decency and order must be greatly guarded. 
The generation of youths and young adults share their discontentment with the 
church’s old stereotypes that preclude the free move of the Holy Spirit during preaching, 
praying, and worshipping. The youth and young adults are averse to predictable, passive 
programs in church. This discontent is deepened by the fact that, with the general 
availability of social media, the youth see and hear other preachers from other places and 
platforms whose presentations make Deeper Life youths feel out of place in their own 
home churches after such exposure. 
Making advocacy for compromise of biblical doctrines and truths that corrupt the 
foundational principles and precepts for purity and modesty is wrong. Needful, 
meaningful adjustments needs be made to accommodate contemporary worship and word 
presentation styles that are still complementary with the pure gospel content in the church 
context. 
“CHANGE” needs not be reckoned as synonymous with negativity, iniquity, and 
sinful compromise. The positivity or negativity of change is a function of the direction 
and destination of the change. Change must be for the better...and best. This requires 
agreement and commitment by everyone involved, both young and old. 
The Marriage Committee (MC) of the Deeper Life Bible church was set up to guide 
and lead intending couples till they get married. Over time, the committee oftentimes 




This problem, being well known to the Church founder, had on several occasions 
been publicly denounced by him. He has spoken in different contexts to correct the 
wrong and stop the blind adherence of church leaders and members to needless traditions 
that become imposition of limitations and frustrations which are stumbling blocks to the 
marriages of the legible young adults. 
As a practice, wedding dresses must be presented for approvals to the Marriage 
Committees at Group of Districts level. Sometimes referrals are made up to the central 
headquarters for attention. This practice is well-intended to help guide intending couples 
in the principle of Christian modesty. However, many people have faced disqualification 
from proceeding to their wedding event because of styles and lengths of the wedding 
dress, heights and designs of wedding shoes, buttons on grooms’ suits and so on. Very 
many people had been placed on church discipline in the past for violating the law 
prohibiting colorful reception hall decoration, picture taking, and video coverage because 
these practices are strongly denounced as “worldly.” However, due to widespread 
continuity and the gradual realization of the reality of the modern times, these practices 
are being gradually laxed in most locations. 
Major Finding #3—Agreement on need for urgent relevant changes to reverse the 
trend of migration. 
At the beginning of this study, a stalemate appeared to be the likely conclusion. 
From various feedbacks through the instruments, hope exists in a possibility of gaining 
back a number of the “lost” youths as well as preventing the further departure of those 
who are already at the verge of departing. This discovery may become real if changes can 




critical as the basis for going forward on the matter which the research set out to 
investigate and help ameliorate. 
All participants, both in the focus groups and interviews, agreed that the Deeper 
Life Bible Church must make definite changes in order to see a possible hoped-for 
reversal of the trend of migration of youths and young adults from the church of their 
parents, especially in university and related settings. Each of the three agents of change 
has a role to play—family, fellowship, and friends to help the youth. 
Sociologist Marie Cornwall looks at the influence of three agents—family, 
church, and peers—in the process of transmission of values, and she concludes that 
parents play a key role in the process. She states that the “religious training in the home 
had a greater influence on the religious development of children than did a parochial 
school education” (Cornwall 208). She puts forward the theory that “parents are 
influential because they channel their children into experiences and environments which 
support the socialization received at home” (209).  
The Old Testament prophet Amos, in addressing sundry matters concerning the 
relational dealings of the nation Israel with God and with one another in society, presents 
a principle of progress through partnership.  He gives this as a question: “Do two walk 
together unless they have agreed to do so?” (Amos 3.3). Several obvious reasons exists 
for why agreement will be the means for the achievement of the desired changes. 
This transgenerational journey of faith is a work to be done, one that is best 
expressed as a walk. A walk by “today” (old present generation) with “tomorrow” (young 




from whatever is needless of “yesterday” (old policies and practices) that threaten unity 
and continuity. 
Moreover, what may be black-labelled as “prodigality” by any church 
denomination that “loses” a right-spirited person may indeed be God’s way of calling out 
and covering more grounds to be a blessing to multitudes outside and beyond that one 
church denomination. PP4 advises that we should be willing to open up the church doors 
to the possibility of migration that may be right, justifiable, and rewardable for some 
youths. He says, “The only justified reason to leave, is when God calls them, to have a 
ministry. Such that cannot be expressed because of the confines of our church. 
Obviously, the work is plenteous, and a single ministry cannot finish it. That kind of exit 
should be seen as beneficial to the church. But to compel such person to stay will not be 
profitable for the church, for the Kingdom of God, and for the world that we must win for 
God.” 
According to Kinnaman, “When Amish youth hit the age of sisxteen, their parents 
open the doors of their closed community and grant them permission to run around. We 
won’t make you choose this church and this life; they say. You make your own choice. 
We raised you right, but it’s time for you to find your faith for yourself” (Kinnaman 238). 
This strategic point is underscored by the fact that the founder of Deeper Life 
himself, William Kumuyi, on several occasions during public preaching sessions told of 
his personal experience and the ordeals in his former church denomination, the Apostolic 
Faith Church, where he had been born again. He was indeed cautioned to stop his 
practice of personal evangelism which was his obedience to Christ’s commission. He 




were against popular public convention, and his passion for more practical holiness and 
personal evangelism ran contrary to the traditions as preached and practiced by the 
Apostolic Faith.  
William Kumuyi believed from biblical foundations that “evangelism is every 
believer’s ministry” and needed to be carried out as a task by every Christian as Christ’s 
witness. The Apostolic Faith Church insisted that evangelism must not be the duty of 
laymen but rather the exclusive ministry of the ordained Pastors in church. Kumuyi was 
told that believers should simply bring sinners to church that they might come and hear 
the gospel from the mouth of the officially appointed minister from the pulpit, but 
Kumuyi refused to agree to that perspective for practice. After several efforts by the 
church to make him change his mind and seeing his stonecast “stubborn, rebellious” 
resolve to stay with his bible-based conviction, he was excommunicated!  
That incident forced his departure from the Apostolic Faith Church, but it was 
evidently God’s way of sending him beyond the confines of that denomination in order to 
reach and enrich the lives of countless people across the world to date. Despite the 
confirmations of Kumuyi’s divine calling with the salvation and blessing of people across 
nations, some of the old generation of The Apostolic Faith church still considers him as a 
prodigal or outcast. It is sensible and safe to submit that prodigality is not a state of 
lostness if the departure of the person(s) is to fulfil God’s calling and destiny for his 
glory. 
“Leaving the Church” in the sense it is often used is technically inappropriate. 
Departure from one denomination, especially in fulfilling a clear mission according to 




church denomination is suitable. This does not equal “leaving the church” (emphasis on 
the definite article). The Church is more than a single denomination, but God’s own one 
nation, called out of all nations in order to reflect the light and life of God a his witness to 
the world. (1 Pet. 2.9). The word church as used in the New Testament is derived for 
translation from the Greek word ekklesia. “Ekklesia is a combination of two words, the 
preposition ‘ek,’ ‘out of,’ and ‘klesis,’ ‘a calling’ (kaleo, ‘to call’), and was used among 
the Greeks of a body of citizens ‘gathered’ to discuss the affairs of state.” (Unger 42).  
Ministry Implications of the Findings 
While hoped-for changes should come from the mother church, there is the need 
to have a growing understanding of the world of the youth and work with cognizance of 
what is strategically termed “a world of interior struggle” (Mahan & others 46). This 
behooves the leadership of churches with ministry activities in university settings. A dire 
need exits for what McLaren calls “Lifelong Spiritual formation” (216). The challenge 
will be “how Christians can lead people into lifelong growth that is developmentally 
sensitive, that employs needed rites of passage, that makes appropriate calls to 
commitment…” (97).  
Parental restrictions and prohibitions are naturally needed for offspring at tutelage 
stage, but the restrictions must be gradually eased as growth occurs and the transition 
enhances transformation into maturity in the faith unto responsible adulthood. Kasomo 
Daniel opines that “rites of passage form the intermediate period which is usually 
accompanied by instruction and prohibitions.” (Daniel 157) 
A compelling need exists to minimize tradition in order to see the church make 




unconscious imposition of human tradition on the practice of spiritual devotion degrades 
divine revelation into mere religion and the outcome is a structure that stands in the way 
of real transition and transformation. Rick Warren rightly observes that,  
. . . in the tradition-driven church, the favorite phrase is “we’ve always done it this 
way. The goal of a tradition-driven church is to perpetuate the past. Change is 
almost always seen as negative, and stagnation is interpreted as ‘stability’” . . . 
older churches tend to be bound together by rules, regulations, and rituals, while 
younger churches tend to be bound together by a sense of purpose and mission. 
(Warren 77) 
While there cannot be any concretely set, hard and fast rules on what to do in all given 
contexts, the most critical factor, which is an invaluable asset for successful 
transgenerational ministry leadership, is to operate with ‘discerning sensitivity and 
flexibility’ that will facilitate productivity, especially in relation to how the church must 
deliver sacred contents into our fast changing and very challenging societal contexts. 
Limitations of the Study 
Two of my focus group participants who had gladly consented to join were 
unavoidably absent. They are a married couple, and both had equally been born and bred 
in Deeper Life Church. Additionally, they were joined together in holy matrimony in 
Deeper Life. Presently, they are no longer members of this church denomination. Their 
unique experiences and contributions were greatly anticipated to contribute some 
perspectives to the discussion. However, they could not be present at the forum as they 






I had set out to have six participants for each of the two locations, as earlier 
proposed for the focus group discussions. I was amazed at the readiness of individuals to 
participate in the study. Whereas I had thought of the need to do extra encouragement and 
incentivize the prospects, the people I contacted were however very excited and they all 
counted the invitation as an honor and privilege to be part of my study. Thus, rather than 
having twelve participants (of proposed six in each of the two groups), I had twenty 
excitedly active participants! 
I was surprised that some of the participants suggested that I even make their 
identities known to the public. They wanted their voices heard with their faces shown. 
However, I explained to them the need to stick to the rule of engagement, being the strict 
confidentiality of the participants as we had already signed our agreement to from the 
outset. Also, I initially proposed six parents/pastors, but I ended having nine volunteers 
who participated with cheer and clear openness. 
I was most particularly surprised at the uniform response in the two separate focus 
groups to Question 6 on the YOUQ.  Being asked to rate how much the Deeper Life 
Church denomination accommodates youths on a scale of 1 to 5 (1 being low 
accommodation of youths and 5 being high), they opted for creation of a new column for 
zero. This was a rude shock as a feedback rating. I see this though as characteristic of the 
youthful bluntness as unpretentious expression in reaction to displeasure. Their 
assessment looks quite extremist, but their perception and persuasions are personal and 






1) I recommend that the older generation of the church denomination; parents, pastors 
and all get proper education about the youth. This should lead to sincere reflections 
and reviews of their paradigms and patterns of parenting and pastoring this youth 
generation.  
2) The church leadership should be willing to make unreserved apology wherever 
necessary for the healing of the hurting youths. Nothing touches and turns the heart of 
a child than seeing and hearing the sincere apology that comes from a parent when 
the adult realizes their own wrong. “Sorry, we were wrong” is a statement that is sure 
to impact any person, old and young. 
3) Parents and pastors should give the young people a voice and hear them out. Get 
closer to them and be a real support structure. Listen to their fears and proffer 
working solutions or seek help where required rather that castigating them. Pastors 
and church leaders should, without changing the message, ensure that the presentation 
style be improved upon.  
4) Young and youthful ministers should be given more visibility in the general church to 
create a better image of the church’s interest in young people. Ministers must 
properly pray and prepare before every service to ensure the attendees get value. The 
other aspects of the church should be improved in line with current realities to reach 
the world. 
5) Parents and church leaders should create or restructure the existing model of 
leadership/mentorship of their homes and the church to accommodate the dire need of 




of the youth with intentional, intensive ‘mentoring’. The young generation is typically 
turned off and pushed off by any form of imposition of ideas or ideals upon them 
when they have no comprehension and conviction of such communication. The 
connection and communication gaps should be closed. 
6) There is need for well-planned integration between the adults and the youths for 
efficiency. In this regard, parents have a major role in ensuring the use of the home 
front to mold their thoughts and respond at the right times to observations made about 
them.  
7) Parents should be good models and examples and stop being critical and judgmental 
about the enquiries coming from the youths. The door must never be closed when 
they knock for disclosures. The youth are asking because they want a hearing and are 
desiring convincing answers. Afterall, “You do not have, because you do not ask...” 
(Jas. 4.2). Youth-Parent/Pastor relationships should hold true to the verse “Ask and it 
will be given to you; seek and you will find; knock and the door will be opened to 
you. For everyone who asks receives; he who seeks finds; and to him who knocks, the 
door will be opened” (Matt. 7.7-8). 
8) The church should put clear difference between church cultures and the scriptures. 
All high and hard hurdles and big boulders of human laws placed in the way of the 
youths should be removed as long as the concessions do not cause any defect to the 
timeless truth of the Gospel. Readjustment of Church structure is necessary because 
certain things can be overlooked to accommodate the youth.  
9) There is need for constant circulation of lively leadership within the churches of 




and reverence for failure to learn and grow must be transferred away from the campus 
ministry, because of their disconnection and misdirection away from the world of the 
youth. Some have lost the dynamism that leadership in the campus ministry requires 
and have become blindly boxed into trite traditions without sensitivity to the stark 
realities of the present time. Those who are no longer on track within this context 
cannot impact the forward-looking generation. 
10) Lastly, the Church should prayerfully and practically commit to the establishment of 
a full-fledged Youth Church that would be administered by the youths and left to run 
without any usual take-over or controlling interference by the adult church. The 
church should see the need for independence and autonomy as a requirement and not 
viewed as a trend of rebellion. Quite often, “autonomous and independent” is mostly 
used in accusative terms against some visionary campus ministry leaders when 
certain well-intended, proactive initiatives are taken to adopt “unconventional” 
creative means to achieving progress and productivity in the interest of the larger 
church. 
 
Not much can be done to make progress if the Deeper Life Church expects the 
operations of the church in university settings to remain strictly directed by the exact 
patterns and practices in program content in the campus community context. 
Modifications are needed to create variations that should not be considered and 
contended against as deviation from “the standard.” Not every change connotes 




Although it is not commonsensical to coordinate the Church like an uncontrolled 
open system, the Deeper Life Church should consider switching from a strictly “closed 
system” and transit to becoming a “controlled open system” where the commitment to the 
centrality of scriptures is complemented by sensitivity for flexibility to achieve 
productivity. Without the fear of losing them when they become young adults, children 
and youths should be properly orientated to relate with society and accommodate 
believers in other denominations outside the Deeper Life church. These teachings will 
help build and strengthen their relational social ties, widen their minds, and deepen their 
spiritual lives as they get exposed to options. This exposure should normally help them to 
make informed decisions based on sound biblical teachings that will make them strive, 
survive, and thrive as they navigate through life and be used of God to secure the future 
















NOW, TOMORROW IS LEAVING YESTERDAY! 
I have been privileged in the course of this adventurous journey doing this 
research to gain a deeper appreciation of the dimensions of time in relation to the 
appropriate changes that must be made while standing firm on the unchangeableness of 
God and his holy word. Progress or profits cannot be made if Christians fail to understand 
the principles of God behind his precepts, especially as these principles are intended to be 
presented to others who should be partakers of the promises.  
While precepts may be categorized as binding to Old or New Testament eras and 
people are catechized and indoctrinated practice, principles are always timeless and 
permanent. Thus, adherence to fixity of the faith can still be with flexibility in 
applications to contexts in every dispensation and generation. This makes 
transgenerational faith transfer possible without struggling with the futility of straight-
jacketing the new generation into the forms of how the old generations were raised to 
function no matter how effective those forms have been in their own time. 
This migration phenomenon is not ruse news. The migration phenomenon is very 
true and gives no rude shock anymore. The widespread exodus is being witnessed by all. 
This exodus is a stark reality that no single soul in the church or the entire system should 
presume to assume as being untrue. Nothing can be left for meaningfulness in time if 
“Today” has sadly lost “Tomorrow,” because of the refusal of today in making 
reasonable changes from the trends of “Yesterday” in the “Now.” 
If today’s affection remains an insensitive addiction to the unbending traditions of 




tomorrow for continuation. If people in power today are too tied to the traditions of 
yesterday that offer no relevance for the contemporary contexts of tomorrow, the ideas 
that are being held as ideals will have neither appeal nor acceptance to the people of 
tomorrow. The new, next generation can sustain a sense of their exciting existence in 
relating to the present (old) generation only as much as they are given a chance to make 
their voice heard and heeded in line with biblical principles to make their choice so they 


























Ethical Considerations  
 













The Most Influential Text 
           It is such a delight of a lifetime for me in the course of this research work to have 
discovered David Kinnaman’s You lost me: Why young Christians are leaving church... 
and rethinking faith. Grand Rapids, Ml: Baker Books (2011). 
David Kinnaman is the president of The Barna Group and the author of the 
book, unChristian. You Lost Me is a sequel to that remarkable book, taking a very 
intentional, intensive, objective look at the reasons why young non-Christians reject 
church with the reality of an undesirable changing reputation of evangelical 
Christianity. You Lost Me is a testimonial of denial of those who once were ‘part of’ but 
have decided to ‘depart from’ church. This book takes an unbiased, scrutinous look at the 
account of former “insiders,” that is, young people who were raised in the church, to find 
out why they left. 
Kinnaman’s data-rich book is a compilation from hundreds of thousands of 
interviews conducted extensively over the stretch of twenty-seven years. He did not set 
out to give any scathing remarks about the church of Christ he passionately loves and 
belongs to, but he was compelled as a faithful witness in the light of overwhelming facts 
to lovingly correct the church for failure to train and equip young people. Instead, in the 
view of the millennial generation and Kinnaman’s credible research that can be related 
with, the church (not one particular local church, but the Ecclesia, across denominations) 
is too overprotective, shallow, anti-science, repressive, exclusive and is not a place that 
allows the expression of doubt. He indicts the church for discouraging engagement with 




problems, and predictable, mechanistic approaches to youth discipleship learned in 
seminaries. The church is seen as a killer of critical thinking and creativity where risk 
taking and being involved in contemporary culture are denounced as anathema.  
Kinnaman says that the problem with young adults dropping out of church, and 
even abandoning their faith, is a disciple-making problem. “Many of the assumptions on 
which we have built our work with young people are rooted in modern, mechanic, mass 
production, instructional paradigms,” Kinnaman submits. “Some (though not all) 
ministries have taken cues from the assembly line, doing everything possible to 
streamline the manufacture of shiny new Jesus-followers, fresh from the factory floor. 
But disciples cannot be mass-produced. Disciples are handmade, one relationship at a 
time.” (3) 
Kinnaman asserts that the youths and young adults are struggling less with their 
faith in Christ than with their unsavory experiences of church, which often offers “a 
lifeless shadow of historic Christianity” more interested in conveying “a lot of 
information about God than leading others to live in the reality of God.” (115) 
Like Samuel and Eli, the younger generation needs the older generation to help identify 
the voice of God, Kinnaman writes yet the older generation needs to recognize that God 
is speaking to the younger generation. 
Kinnaman acknowledges that there are “new pressures facing the entire Christian 
community as we seek to pass on the faith. …No generation of Christians has lived 
through a set of cultural changes so profound and lightning fast.” (38) Those conditions 
demand the church to adapt, not to be “relevant” or contemporary, but to return to the 




of the reality of God in our everyday living. This return is the way to confront and 
conquer the complications and confusion faced in the necessity laid upon Christians to 
save a lost generation and leave a lasting legacy of the true faith for generations coming. 
One final word as a truth, both timely and timeless which I have learnt while 
traversing the terrains in the course of this amazing journey and interacting with people— 
hearing, seeing and feeling them—as well as reading from what has been written by/of 
others is that Today cannot stay stuck to yesterday and reasonably hope to secure 
tomorrow. In all areas of life, proactive, progressive, positive changes are indispensable 
for the preservation of whatever is perceived by us to be precious possessions. 
“CHANGE” needs not necessarily be considered to be a connotation for 
corruption. Good, guided change in a positive, progressive direction is a condition that 
must be expected and expressed in continuation on any piece of construction, whether a 
soul, a system, or a society. God’s kingdom economy makes such provision for 
promotion in progression of changes from grace to grace and from glory to glory by the 
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